
Report of MARIO NOVELLO (2012)

List of papers and some comments on the lines of research I have been developing and the 
ones I shall be developing in the coming years.

1. Gordon Metric Revisited, M. Novello and E. Bittencourt, to be published in Phys.Rev.  
D.

We  show  that  Gordon  metric  belongs  to  a  larger  class  of  geometries,  which  are 
responsible to describe the paths of accelerated bodies in moving dielectrics as geodesics in a 
metric $\hat q_{\mu\nu}$ different from the background one. This map depends only on the 
background metric and on the motion of the bodies under consideration. As a consequence, 
this method describes a more general property that concerns the elimination of any kind of 
force acting on bodies by a suitable change of the substratum metric.

2. What  is  the  origin  of  the  mass  of  the  Higgs  boson? M.  Novello  and  E. 
Bittencourt, Phys.Rev. D86 (2012) 063510.

 
The  purpose  of  this  paper  is  to  present  a  unified  description  of  mass  generation 

mechanisms  that  have  been  investigated  so  far  and  that  are  called  the  Mach  and  Higgs 
proposals. In our mechanism, gravity acts merely as a catalyst and the final expression of the 
mass depends neither on the intensity nor on the particular properties of the gravitational field. 
We  shall  see  that  these  two  strategies  to  provide  mass  for  all  bodies  that  operate 
independently and competitively can be combined into a single unified theoretical framework. 
As a consequence of this new formulation we are able to present an answer to the question: 
what is the origin of the mass of the Higgs boson? This paper is a continuation of the program 
of the analysis of the mechanisms of mass generation that was started in 2011 with the work 
presented in CQG entitled:

3. The gravitational mechanism to generate mass. M. Novello, Classical and Quantum 
Gravity v. 28, p. 035003, 2011.  

Given the imminent possibility of proving or disproving the existence of Higss boson by 
experiments currently underway at CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research), it is 
time to non-dogmatically examine the different proposals around the origin of the mass of all 
bodies.  This  paper  looks  into  two  of  the  most  relevant  mass  generating  mechanisms 
developed by scientists. I have emphasized the mechanism of gravitational origin for a couple 
of  reasons.  First,  because  Higgs’s  concurring  mechanism  has  been  vastly  presented  and 
described in various publications.  Second, because there is a novelty in that proposal that 
makes  it  particularly  attractive  thanks  to  the  discovery  that  the  traditional  difficulties 
presented against the gravitational mechanism have been eliminated, turning this into a most 
acceptable mass generating mechanism for all bodies.

4. Extended Born-Infeld theory and the bouncing magnetic universe. M. Novello, J. 
M. Salim, and Aline N. Araújo, Phys. Rev. D 85, 023528 (2012) 
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We  show  that  a  generalized  Born-Infeld  electrodynamics  responsible  for  regular 
configurations of the static field of a charged particle produces a nonsingular universe that 
contains a bouncing. This means that the Universe has a previous collapsing phase, attains a 
minimum value for its scale factor and then enters into an expanding phase. We exhibit such a 
scenario in the case of an average pure magnetic universe. At its infinity past as well as at its  
infinite future the distribution of the energy content of the magnetic fluid displays the form of 
a cosmological constant. Thus such a configuration is an intermediary between asymptotic 
vacuum states. In other words, this magnetic universe evolves from vacuum to vacuum.

5. Dragged metrics. M. Novello and E. Bittencourt,  arXiv:physics.gen-ph:1201.2806
 

We show that the path of any accelerated body in an arbitrary space-time geometry $\hat 
g_{\mu\nu}$  can  be  described  as  geodesics  in  a  dragged  metric  $\hat  q_{\mu\nu}$  that 
depends only on the background metric and on the motion of the body. Such procedure allows 
the interpretation of all  kind of non-gravitational  forces as modifications  of the metric  of 
space-time. This method of effective elimination of the forces by a change of the metric of the 
substratum can be understood as a generalization of the d’Alembert principle applied to all 
relativistic processes.

6. A geometrical origin of the right-handed neutrino magnetic moment. M. Novello 
and E. Bittencourt, arXiv:physics.gen-ph:1111.2347

We propose  a  new form of  contribution  for  the  anomalous  magnetic  moment  of  all 
particles.  This  common  origin  is  displayed  in  the  framework  of  the  recent  treatment  of 
electrodynamics, called Dynamical Bridge Method, and its corresponding introduction of an 
electromagnetic  metric  which  has  no  gravitational  character.  This  electromagnetic  metric 
constitutes a universal process perceived by all bodies, charged or not charged. As such it 
yields automatically a conclusive explanation for the existence of a magnetic moment for the 
right-handed neutrino.

7. Hidden  geometries  in  nonlinear  theories:  a  novel  aspect  of  analogue  gravity. 
E.Goulart,  M.  Novello,  F.T.Falciano  and  J.D.  Toniato,  Classical  and  Quantum 
Gravity 28, 245008 (2011)

We show that non-linear dynamics of a scalar field ϕ may be described as a modification 
of the spacetime geometry. Thus, the self-interaction is interpreted as a coupling of the scalar 
field with an effective gravitational metric that is constructed with ϕ itself. We prove that this 
process is universal, that is, it is valid for arbitrary Lagrangian. Our results are compared to 
usual  analogue  models  of  gravitation,  where  the  emergence  of  a  metric  appears  as  a 
consequence of linear perturbation.

8. Electromagnetic  Geometry.  M.  Novello,   F.  T.  Falciano  and  E.  Goulart, 
arXiv:physics.gr-qc:1111.2631

We show that Maxwell's electromagnetism can be mapped into the Born-Infeld theory in a 
curved space-time, which depends only on the electromagnetic field in a specific way. This 
map is valid for any value of the two Lorentz invariants F and G confirming that we have 
included  all  possible  solutions  of  Maxwell's  equations.  Our  result  seems  to  show  that 
specifying the dynamics and the space-time structure of a given theory can be viewed merely 
as a choice of representation to describe the physical system.
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Some related papers: 

9. Beyond  analog  gravity:  the  case  of  exceptional  dynamics.  M.  Novello  and  E. 
Goulart, Classical and Quantum Gravity 28, 145022 (2011).  

Up until  recently,  the idea  of  using scalar  and/or  vector  fields  to  mimic  gravitational 
processes was limited to kinematic issues. This meant that the propagation processes of these 
fields that satisfy non-linear theories may be described by a change in the geometry of space-
time, mimicking gravitational effects, in terms of effective metrics. This used to be done only 
in issues referring to kinematics rather than dynamics.

Ever since this article I wrote with my collaborator E. Goulart, this situation has changed, 
for we have been able to show that there are exceptional dynamics where the very dynamics is 
written as a function of the effective metrics. The next step—which we have already taken—
is to extend this result to other dynamics of the scalar field, and, at a second moment,  to 
vector fields. This is one line of research I will develop.

A doctorate  student,  Junior  Toniato,  will  join this  study,  as  well  as  post-doctorate  E. 
Goulart and my collaborator Felipe Tovar Falciano.

Some related papers are 

10. Gaussian coordinate systems for the Kerr metric. M. Novello and E. Bittencourt, 
Gravitation & Cosmology 17, 3 (2011).  

Generating a most important geometry, Kerr metric is certainly one solution to equations 
in the field of general relativity in emptiness. It has been used hundreds of times to understand 
mechanisms associated with processes in Astrophysics involving non spherically symmetric 
black holes (with an axis of symmetry and rotation). In all of these studies and everywhere in 
the related scientific literature (that is, in all books on gravitation and/or astrophysics) this 
metric is described in various forms, always explicitly involving cross terms or terms in null 
coordinates. In this paper, we explicitly exhibit a class of Gaussian systems of coordinates and 
the different  domains  of  its  validity  and extensions.  Based on this  description,  the  quasi-
Maxwellian  formulation  of  this  geometry may be developed in a  practical  and accessible 
manner. Gauge’s independent formalism may then be used to examine its perturbation, be it 
by introducing matter or by propagating gravitational waves. This is what we are doing in my 
student Bittencourt’s doctorate thesis.

11. Reproducing  gravity  through  spinor  fields.  M.  Novello  and  Maria  Borba, 
Gravitation & Cosmology 17, 224 (2011).  

Another  line  of  investigation  involves  a  more  fundamental  question,  related  to  some 
aspects of the General Relativity theory, which I describe in the previous report, by the paper: 

12. A Spinor theory of gravity and the cosmological framework. M. Novello,  JCAP 
0706:018 (2007). ArXiv gr-qc/0701120.

In this paper, which is the continuation of my student Maria Borba’s master thesis, we 
show how a static and spherically symmetric geometry can be obtained as a solution to my 
equations in the Spinorial Theory of Gravitation.  
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13. On a Geometrical Description of Quantum Mechanics. M. Novello, F.T. Falciano 
and J.M. Salim, International Journal of Geometric Methods in Modern Physics 8, 87  
(2011).  

14. Geometrizing relativistic quantum mechanics. M. Novello, F.T. Falciano and J.M. 
Salim, Foundations of Physics 40, 1885 (2010). 

In these two papers I have developed with my collaborators an old Gordon idea, according 
to  which  there  would  be  a  close  relation  between gravitational  processes  and the  metric 
structure of space-time. However, in the traditional formulation of Quantum Mechanics and 
its support on the Copenhagen interpretation, this Gordon idea did not find any possibility to 
be implemented. So, using deBroglie and Bohm’s formulation, we could associate quantum 
processes to changes in rulers and clocks of classical objects and understand these effects in a 
structure we call QWIST (Quantum Weyl Integrable Spacetime), meaning quantum effects 
would be but the outcome of change to a Riemannian structure, where scales of space and 
time length do not vary in their space-time configuration for a particular geometry of Weyl: 
that which enables a definition of variable space-time lengths.

This  result  was restrained to  the  treatment  of  a  particle  that  satisfies  the Schrodinger 
equation  (non-relativistic  case)  or  the  Klein-Gordon equation  (relativistic  case).  We shall 
address situations involving more than one particle in the near future. 

15. The spectrum of scalar fluctuations of a bouncing universe. Marcela Campista, J. 
M.  Salim  and  M.  Novello,  International  Journal  of  Modern  Physics  A  25,  3095  
(2010).  

In  this  paper  we  proceed  with  our  analysis  referring  to  observable  properties  and 
characteristics  of  cosmological  models  with  bouncing,  that  is,  geometries  that  represent 
universes with a collapsing phase prior to the current expanding phase. The idea is to confront 
results from the evolution of the fluctuations in models with initial singularity and models 
without singularity, and particularly those with bouncing.

This paper will continue, involving other types of perturbations (vector, with vortices and 
gravitational waves, besides neutrinos).

16. Gravitational waves in singular and bouncing FLRW universes. V. Antunes, E. 
Goulart and M. Novello, Gravitation & Cosmology 15, 191 (2009).  

With  a  methodology  that  is  totally  different  from number  9  above,  we  now look  at 
observable distinctions that would be associated with the propagation of gravitational waves 
in  cosmological  models  with  initial  singularity  and  models  without  singularity,  and 
particularly  those  with  bouncing.  In  this  paper  we  examine  the  phase  space  of  possible 
configurations as well as their associated topologies. We show that this topological exam can 
perfectly distinguish both scenarios through the evolution of gravitational waves.

17. Cyclic  Magnetic  Universe.  M.  Novello,  Aline  N.  Araújo  and  J.M.  SALIM, 
International Journal of Modern Physics A 24, 5639 (2009).  

Proceeding  with  our  investigation  of  the  consequences  to  Cosmology  of  non-linear 
processes of the electromagnetic field, we show how it is possible to generate cyclical models  
of the universe from averages over the fields (of the conventional type, as is done in the very 
application of Maxwell’s linear theory on the basis of Tolman’s proposal). We particularly 
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exam cases where only the averages of magnetic field survive—cases where the primordial 
fluid is described as a plasma.

18. Bouncing Cosmologies. M. Novello and S. E. P. Bergliaffa, Physics Reports 463, 127 
(2008).

In this paper we make a thorough review of all proposed cosmological models without 
singularity and containing a bouncing. We examine both the classical processes of avoiding 
singularity and the modes that use effects of a quantum nature, be it of the matter or of the 
very gravitational field.  As we examine more than 500 papers, we casually discovered an 
interesting curiosity worthy of a note: the first complete analytical solution of a cosmological 
model with bouncing was made by two Brazilians, Mário Novello and José Martins Salim, in 
1969.

Some extra references to the previous list of papers
 

 Cosmological effects of nonlinear electrodynamics. M. Novello, Int. J. Mod. Phys.  
A 20, 2421 (2005). 

 A toy model of a fake inflation. Mario Novello, E. Huguet and J. Queva, Phys. Rev.  
D 73, 123531 (2006).

 Extended Born-Infeld dynamics and cosmology.  M. Novello,  Martin Makler,  L.S. 
Werneck and C.A. Romero, Phys. Rev. D 71, 043515 (2005). 

 Constructing Dirac linear fermions in terms of non-linear Heisenberg spinors. M. 
Novello, Europhysics Letters 80, 41001 (2007). ArXiv:0705.2692 astro-ph.

 Cosmological Effects of Nonlinear Electrodynamics.  M. Novello, E. Goulart, J.M. 
Salim,  S.  E.  Perez-Bergliaffa,  Class.  Quant.  Grav.  24,  3021  (2007).  Arxiv:  gr-
qc/0610043

 The Nature of Lambda and the mass of the graviton: a critical view. J. P. Gazeau 
and M. Novello, arxiv: gr-qc/0610054.

 

Ongoing Doctorate Advisor to: 

Vicente Antunes 

Aline Nogueira Araújo 

Josephine Nogueira Rua

Eduardo Bittencourt

Junior Toniato

Organization of schools and international scientific events:

A) XV Brazilian School of Cosmology and Gravitation (from August 19 to September 1) held 
in Mangaratiba, RJ (2012).
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B)  Primeira  Reunião Argentino-Brasileira  de Gravitação (from October  04 to October 08) 
held in Foz do Iguaçu (2011).

C) Mário Novello’s 70th Anniversary Symposium (from August 15 to August 17) held in Rio 
de Janeiro (2012).

D) Workshop in honour to the 70 years of Prof. Sérgio Joffily (August 3) held in Rio de 
Janeiro (2012).

E) I Symposium Mário Novello on Bouncing Models (from November 26 to November 30) 
held in Mangaratiba, RJ (2010).

Books published (besides Conference Procceedings and the Brazilian School of Cosmology 
and Gravitation):

i)  Eletrodinâmica não linear (causalidade e efeitos cosmológicos) in collaboration with 
Érico Goulart. Published in the CBPF collection by Editora Livraria da Física.

ii)  Cosmologia. Published in the CBPF collection by Editora Livraria da Fisica.

iii) Do big bang ao universo eterno, a promotion book published by Editora Jorge Zahar.

iv) Qualcosa anziché Il nulla (La rivoluzione del pensiero cosmológico). Translation into 
Italian of my epistemology book “O que é Cosmologia?”  (Ed. Jorge Zahar)
published in 2011 by Editora Einaudi (Torino and Milan).

Publication of Conference Proceedings

1) Cosmology and gravitation.  Proceedings of 14th Brazilian School of Cosmology and 
Gravitation 2010, Mangaratiba, Brazil, (from August 30 to September 11).  Mario Novello 
and   Santiago E. Perez Bergliaffa (editors)  , 431p. (2012). 
  
2)  Mach or Higgs? The Mechanisms to generate mass.  M. Novello, Aug. 2010. 35pp.  
Presented at  14th Brazilian School of Cosmology and Gravitation.  ArXiv:  physics.gen-ph 
1008.2371
 
3) Cosmology and gravitation.  Proceedings of 13th Brazilian School of Cosmology and 
Gravitation 2008,  Mangaratiba,  Brazil,  (from July 20 to August  02).  Mario Novello and 
Santiago E. Perez-Bergliaffa (editors), AIP Conf. Proc. 1132, 442 p (2009).

4) Proceedings of the II Conferência de SOBRAL – The Sun, the stars, the universe and 
general relativity, American Institute of Physics, New York, (2010).

5)  A  model  for  mass  generation  based  on  gravitation,  M.  Novello,  in  XIV  LISHEP 
conference, July 6, (2011).
 
6) Reproducing gravity through spinor fields. M. Novello and Maria Borba, Gravitation & 
Cosmology 17, 224 (2011). The latter is a part of the “Lectures Notes” on STG that I prepared 
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for a course in November 2010, invited by the organizing committee of the Marseille School 
of Cosmology, of the Centre de Physique Théorique. 

A brief summary of the lines of research:

 Scalar Theory of Gravitation;

In recent years a few papers have appeared reviewing the scalar theory of gravity and 
pointing  out  the  reasons  for  which  that  theory  was  dismissed  (see  \cite{gibbons}, 
\cite{giulini} and \cite{will} and references therein for a fairly complete  review on scalar 
theories of gravity). Criticisms range from theoretical to observational; they are based on the 
hypothesis made since the old days of the Einstein-Grosmann proposal \cite{coll-eins} that 
scalar gravity deals with essentially three assumptions: 

o The theory is described in a conformally flat  geometry and the background 
Minkowski metric is observable;

o The source  of  the  gravitational  field  is  the  trace  of  the  energy-momentum 
tensor;

o The scalar field is the relativistic generalization of the Newtonian potential.

In this paper we present a new possibility for describing the gravitational interaction in 
terms  of  a  scalar  field  $\Phi$,  i.e.  a  geometric  scalar  gravity  (GSG).  The  above  three 
assumptions do not hold in our theory. In particular, we shall see that the general belief that  
the only possible source of scalar gravity is the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is not 
valid here.  

Let  us  clarify  from the very beginning that  this  is  not  a  special  relativistic  scalar 
gravity. The adjective geometric in the title pinpoints it similarity with general relativity: we 
are constructing a metric theory of gravity. In other words, we follow the main idea of general 
relativity  and  assume  as  an  \textit{a  priori}  that  gravity  is  described  by  a  Riemannian 
geometry. In general relativity the ten components of the metric tensor are the basic variables 
of the theory (up to diffeomorphism invariance). Here the metric tensor is determined by the 
derivatives of a fundamental independent physical quantity represented by the scalar field $ 
\Phi.$  This  means  that  although  we  propose  a  scalar  field  to  represent  all  gravitational 
processes  we do  not  follow the  previous  examples  of  scalar  gravity,  as  for  instance  the 
Einstein-Grossman ``Entwurf Theory".  Before presenting the reasons that motivated us to 
undertake this proposal, let us summarize the main properties of the GSG:

o The gravitational interaction is described by a scalar field $ \Phi$;
o The field $\Phi$ satisfies a nonlinear dynamics;
o The theory satisfies the principle of general covariance. In other words this is 

not a theory restricted to the realm of special relativity;
o All  kind  of  matter  and  energy  interact  with  $\Phi$  only  through  the 

Riemannian  metric  $q_{\mu\nu}  =  a\eta_{\mu\nu}+b\partial_{\mu}\Phi 
\partial_{\nu} \Phi$;

o Test  particles  follow  geodesics  relative  to  the  gravitational  metric  $ 
q_{\mu\nu};$

o $\Phi$ is related in a nontrivial way with the Newtonian potential $\Phi_N$;
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o Electromagnetic waves propagate along null geodesics relative to the metric $ 
q^{\mu\nu}.$

The parameters $ a $ and $ b$ are functionals of the scalar field $ \Phi$ (which will be 
specified  by fixing  the  Lagrangian  of  the  scalar  field).  It  then  follows  that  the  auxiliary 
(Minkowski) metric $ \eta^{\mu\nu}$ is unobservable because the gravitational field couples 
to matter only through $ q^{\mu\nu}$. Here we follow the main steps of general relativity 
where  a  unique  geometrical  entity  interacts  with  all  forms  of  matter  and energy and the 
geometry underlying all events is controlled by the gravitational phenomena.

From  this  postulate  it  follows  immediately  that  the  space-time  geometry  is  an 
evolutionary  process  identified  to  the  dynamics  of  the  gravitational  field.  This  beautiful 
hypothesis of general relativity is contained in each observation as a specific example of a 
geometry solving that dynamics.

The second important  postulate  of  general  relativity  states  that  the  metric  couples 
universally and minimally to all fields of the standard model by replacing everywhere the 
Minkowski metric $ \eta_{\mu\nu}$ by $ g_{\mu\nu}.$

We  will  accept  also  this  postulate,  but  we  investigate  a  special  form  for  the 
Riemannian metric that represents the gravitational field. We shall describe the origin of this 
departure from general relativity in a later section after reviewing in the next section the case 
of general relativity.

A final remark concerns our method to identify the right form of the dynamics of the 
scalar  field.  The  action  of  a  given  theory  is  generally  constructed  using  certain  a  priori 
principles and rules. For instance one might want to impose general covariance, symmetry 
principles such as the gauge principle and a limitation on the order of derivatives. Although 
these principles are preserved in our theory they are of course not enough. Here we adopt 
observation-oriented procedure and try to determine the form of the dynamics of our GSG as 
a power expansion in the field $\Phi$ whose coefficients are fixed from observations. This 
means  that  we  try  to  proceed  step  by  step,  adding  new  terms  to  the  Lagrangian  when 
observation imposes this, and we continue such procedure until the theory achieves its final 
form. In the following we present an example of how this strategy can be used by the analysis  
of the motion of test particles (like planetary orbits) in the field generated by a massive body 
like the sun in the quasi-linear regime.

 Effective Geometry (kinematic and dynamic aspects);

o Analog models of the general relativity 

In 1998, CBPF’s Gravitation and Cosmology Group (currently ICRA) started a systematic 
analysis of the propagation of photons in theories of non-linear electromagnetism (NLEM) 
and in the presence of media with dielectric properties dependent upon an external field. Most 
of this work was done in the area of analog models of gravitation.  These models  seek to 
replicate in laboratory gravitational configurations using non gravitational systems, such as 
Bose-Einstein’s condensates, ordinary fluids without viscosity and with dielectric properties, 
and  non-linear  electromagnetism  in  vacuum (see,  for  instance,  the  proceedings  from the 
Workshop on Aritificial Black Holes). Various important results have been obtained by our 
group in this area: closed timelike curves for the photons, electromagnetic wormholes, and 
analog  black  holes.  The  latter  could  be  built  in  the  laboratory  to  test  some  theoretical 
predictions. In particular, the electromagnetic black hole proposed by our group would emit 
laboratory  detectable  Hawking’s  radiation,  which  would  allow  us  to  confirm  a  crucially 
important result in Quantum Theory of Fields in curved space-time.
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The effective metric appears in systems of varied nature, when the subjacent dynamics 
changes the structure of the geometry in such way that the geometry where the highest energy 
excitations  of  the  field  (whether  photons,  phonons,  etc)  move  is  no  longer  that  of  the 
background. One such system is a non-linear electromagnetic field, originated by the effects 
of QED vacuum polarization.

o Analog Black Holes – Photon propagation in material media

The  propagation  of  electromagnetic  waves  through  vacuum  is  a  well  determined 
phenomenon  by  Maxwell’s  set  of  equations,  which  are  second  order  partial  differential 
equations. However, special care is needed to characterize the propagation of those waves in 
non-trivial media, as when the electromagnetic field reaches its critical value or in material 
media. A complicated set of differential equations will have to be involved, in general and for 
every  case  to  be  studied.  For  the  case  of  non-linear  electrodynamics,  Dittrich  and  Gies 
obtained  the  conditions  over  the  cones  of  light  for  a  class  of  theories  with  a  non-trivial 
vacuum structure. Using a rule known as polarization sum, these authors obtained but the 
average speed of waves. Important aspects about wave propagation are not described, such as 
the effect of the optical birefringence, where a different wave speed will be associated to each 
polarization mode. Using a different procedure, members of our group obtained the conditions 
over the cones of light associated with the propagation of electromagnetic waves to non-linear 
theories  without  imposing any restriction  upon the polarization  modes.  The same authors 
developed a geometric interpretation for the propagation of waves, showing that these waves 
travel over null geodesic in an effective geometric structure, determined on the basis of the 
conditions over the cones of light. The importance of this geometric formulation consists of 
the  possibility  to  compare  effects  that  occur  with  the  propagation  of  light  in  non-trivial 
situations  with  kinematic  aspects  coming  from  the  theory  of  general  relativity.  A  most 
burning question about  this  issue is  whether  there are   ways  in  which to  obtain material 
structures that may exhibit a horizon of events, similar to what has been described by the 
Schwarzschild solution in Einstein’s theory of gravitation.

In order to answer the questions above, the first investigation to take place involves 
determining the equations governing the propagation of electromagnetic waves in material 
media  and  the  geometric  description  associated  with  this  propagation.  In  this  situation, 
Maxwell’s  traditional  equations  must  be  re-written,  with  the  introduction  of  constitutive 
relations that relate the electromagnetic field (E, H) with the fields induced in the material 
medium  (D,  B).  In  general,  constitutive  relations  may  be  presented  in  the  tensor  form, 
ensuring the possibility of studying even propagation in anisotropic media.
It  is  important  to  notice  that,  up  until  recently,  only  kinematic  aspects  of  the  General 
Relativity could be mimicked as such, without describing its dynamic properties.
The most relevant of the results obtained previously includes the possibility of producing a 
non-gravitational  Black  Hole  (NGBH)  in  laboratory  through  non-linear  electromagnetic 
processes. 

Recently, my collaborator Erico Goulart and I managed to show, in Beyond Analog 
Gravity: The Case of Exceptional Dynamics (in  Class. Quant. Grav. 28 145022 (2011);  
arXiv:1102.1913 [gr-qc]), that it is possible to go beyond the mere kinematic characteristics 
which are typical of the analog models studied this far, including the very dynamics of the 
process. This was done for the case of a scalar field and our purpose on this line of research is 
to advance as much for the electromagnetic field, be it in non-linear field theories or in non-
linear dielectric media.

Recent studies I have been developing with collaborators in my research group have 
shown the important role non-linear Electrodynamics may play in crucial Cosmology issues, 
involving moments in the history of the evolution of the Universe, referring to regimes of 
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high and low curvature  (very  intense  and very  weak gravitational  fields),  that  is,  for  an 
extremely condensed state of the universe and in the acceleration phase.

 Cosmological models with bouncing; 

In a series of paper, we show that a strong magnetic field, in various theory examples 
of  Non-Linear  Electrodynamics  (NLE),  is  capable  of  avoiding the  primordial  cosmologic 
singularity, which is present and inevitable in Maxwell’s linear theory. It concerns the change 
of field behavior in extremely strong field regions. 

An extensive analysis made with my collaborator SEP Bergliaffa, in a paper published 
in Physics Reports (Bouncing Cosmologies.  M. Novello and  S. E. Perez-Bergliaffa,  Phys.  
Rept.  463,  127  (2008);  arXiv:0802.1634 [astro-ph]),  we  examine  the  different  scenarios 
without singularity proposed in Cosmology. In this project, I will continue to address these as 
well as other related issues.

In the past decades, an overwhelming amount of astronomic information involving the 
detection of highly energetic particles, gravitational lenses and other astrophysics processes 
has changed the Astrophysics and Cosmology scenario in great depth. The Theory of General 
Relativity  (TGR)  constitutes  the  Modern  Theory  of  Gravitation.  However,  many  of  its 
consequences have not been strictly observed (such as gravitational waves, for instance), and 
there  are  some  critical  situations  where  the  TGR  does  not  seem  to  apply  and  needs 
modifications  or  generalizations.  These  situations  are  i.)  final  stage  of  certain  stellar 
evolutions, and ii.) primordial Cosmology (the issue of singularity and initial conditions of the 
Universe).

Along the 1970’s, the problem of singularity has become the major issue in Cosmology. 
The  hypothesis  of  such  singularity,  at  a  finite  time  of  our  epoch,  the  discomforting 
consequence that it is not possible for us to know the initial data of the universe! It limits the 
possibility  of  obtaining  a  complete  cosmologic  description,  similar  to  what  happens  with 
black  holes.  Firstly,  the  existence  of  a  primordial  singularity  was considered  a  definitive 
datum, thanks to the high status acquired by a series of theorems. The latter, demonstrated in 
the realm of General Relativity, seemed to show Classical Physics’ impossibility to produce 
non-singular  gravitational  configurations.  This  was  the  main  reason  for  more  careful 
examinations  of  quantum  aspects  in  Cosmology.  However,  along  the  1980’s,  different 
approaches—conceived  in  areas  such  as  Thermodynamics  outside  equilibrium  or  other 
approaches involving different forms of coupling fields of matter with gravitation—produced 
effective  alternatives  to  solve  this  problem,  as  they  generated  non-singular  cosmologic 
solutions.  These  results  have  originated  a  new and profound line  of  investigation  on  the 
properties of the Universe in its extremely condensed but non-singular phase. 
Thanks to improved observation techniques, current data quality enables much more precise 
comparisons with theoretical predictions. The interaction between theory and observation has 
thus  become  much  more  intense  in  the  past  few  years,  particularly  in  Cosmology.  For 
instance,  by  analyzing  the  distribution  of  matter  and studying  the  spectrum of  power  of 
Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation, one may test theories that describe the primordial 
Universe and understand the evolution mechanisms of initial fluctuations. Thus, a model that 
predicts  an  eternal  Universe  rather  than  an  initial  singularity,  for  instance,  produces  a 
signature on the large scale  structure  that  may be sought through current  data.  A central 
objective of this project is to study this interrelation between the dynamics of the structures of 
the Universe and the very structure of space-time, that is, of gravitation.

The theory of perturbation, which describes the fluctuations that originate the large scale 
structure and anisotropy in the cosmic background radiation, has been the object of intense 
investigation  by  our  group.  The  non-linear  evolution  of  the  structures,  a  more  advanced 
evolutionary  stage  of  the  fluctuations,  is  also  being  studied.  Observable  effects  of  the 
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quantum  nature  of  space-time  are  equally  being  derived,  just  as  the  relation  between 
gravitational waves and neutrinos in the context of neutrino oscillations in the explosion of 
supernovas. I shall develop these lines in an integrated manner, focused on obtaining amounts 
that can be measured in space or in the laboratory.

 Gravitational Mechanism for the Generation of Mass;

In order to become a reliable candidate as a mechanism to generate mass, there are three 
indispensable conditions that such mechanism has to fulfil, to wit:

o There must exist a universal field that interacts with all kinds of particles;
o This field must be such that its interaction with matter breaks explicitly some 

symmetry  that  only  massless  particles  exhibit,  e.g.  the  gauge  freedom for 
vector fields or the chirality for fermions;

o There  must  exist  a  free  parameter  such  that  different  bodies  can  acquire 
distinct values for their corresponding mass (the spectrum of mass).

There are only two fashionable candidates that fulfill the first condition:

o The gravitational field;
o A scalar field $\phi$.

The Higgs boson $\phi$ was postulated to couple universally with all kinds of matter. The 
other  candidate,  gravity,  is  known to couple with all  forms of  matter  and energy and its 
universality is recognized as a scientific truth. We note that after accepting either one of these 
two fields as a good candidate that fulfills the first requirement, it is not a hard job to elaborate 
scenarios such that the other two conditions are satisfied too. We would like to compare these 
two mechanisms and analyze the conditions under which their strategies can be combined.

 Geometric interpretation of the quantum theory via Bohm-deBroglie formulation.

The early years of quantum mechanics were marked by intense debates and controversies 
related to the meaning of the new behavior of matter. While one group was convinced that 
was unavoidable to abandon the classical picture, the other group tried incessantly to save its 
main roots and conceptual pillars. To be able to reproduce the atypical quantum effects, the 
latter  group was forced  to  introduce  new ingredients  such as  de  Broglie’s  pilot  wave or 
Mandelung’s hydrodynamical picture.

However, the lack of physical explanations for these ad hoc modifications weakened these 
pictures. At the same time, the former group leaded by Schrödinger, Bohr and Heisenberg 
was increasingly gaining new adepts until its climax in the 1927 Solvay’s conference when 
this picture was finally accepted as the orthodox interpretation of quantum mechanics - the 
Copenhagen interpretation.

Notwithstanding, a marginal group of physicists continued to develop other approaches to 
describe quantum mechanics that are more adequate to connect to a classical picture. One of 
the most prominent amongst these alternative interpretations is the causal interpretation of 
quantum mechanics also known as Bohm-de Broglie interpretation.

The development  of  quantum cosmological  scenario brought to  light  some difficulties 
intrinsic to the Copenhagen interpretation. More specifically,  the measurement process in a 
quantum  closed  universe  seems  inevitably  inconsistent.  Fortunately,  there  are  some 
alternative interpretations that are consistently applied simultaneously to cosmology and to 
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the  micro-world.  As  two  examples  we  mention  the  many-worlds  interpretation  and  the 
consistent histories formulation.

Synthesizing these lines of research:
 
The Eternal Universe: This is an attempt to answer the challenging question as to whether 
the  universe  had  a  singular  start  at  a  point  of  maximum  condensation,  as  admitted  in 
Cosmology’s standard model, or whether it would have collapsed from a large volume down 
to a minimum value, different from zero, and then moved into an expansion phase.

Scalar Theory of Gravitation: The difficulties to reconcile observations of Supernovas with 
Friedmann’s equations have led to a review of the fundamentals of the theory of gravitation. 
One such possibility is being studied by our group and has been given strong support when 
professor M Novello visited the ICRA in Italy, both to the ICRANet headquarters in Pescara 
and to the La Sapienza University in Rome.

Dark Energy: Observations made in 1998 with distant Supernovas suggests  that the universe 
could be in a phase of accelerated expansion. Interpreted in accordance with the theory of 
relativity,  these surprising results suggest that there must be negative pressures dominating 
the dynamic evolution of the universe. Besides bringing Einstein’s cosmological constant to 
consideration,  they  create  a  series  of  burning  questions  that  challenge  Cosmology  and 
Astrophysics.  This  line of research is  intended on studying unconventional  forms of high 
negative  pressure  energy  in  order  to  contribute  to  enhance  knowledge  about  its  nature, 
mechanisms and role in the evolution and structure of the universe.

Artificial Black Holes: Under certain circumstances, it’s been observed that non-universal 
processes  such as  the  propagation  of  electromagnetic  and  sound  waves  as  well  as  some 
particularities  of  liquid  helium  may  be  described  as  special  consequences  of  geometry 
modifications associated with the medium where these phenomena occur. It is thus possible to 
produce configurations of a non-gravitational nature, such as special  cases of gravitational 
fields. Called “Analog Models”, this method allows us to mimic the behavior of gravitational 
fields in laboratory, including the creation of a Black Hole (electromagnetic?). This type of 
investigation may enable future testing of some gravitational black hole properties, including 
the theoretical possibility of radiation emission.

Origin of galaxies and galaxy clusters: The universe is organized in billions of galaxies; and 
each one, in hundreds of billions of stars. Galaxies, in their turn, are organized in clusters.  
These  hugely  immense  structures  originated  from  small  deviations  from  the  high 
homogeneity  existing  in  the  early  moments  and  grew  due  to  the  attractive  nature  of 
gravitation. These minuscule deviations have admittedly resulted from quantum fluctuations 
of  matter  and  the  gravitational  field.  Recent  observations  enable  a  distinction  between 
different  competitive  mechanism,  capable  of  generating  those  primordial  seeds  of 
inhomogeneities. This line of research is based on the idea of producing a theoretical model 
capable of building a realistic scenario that is compatible with data from the observation.

I add here some selected articles that appeared this year:

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1111/1111.2631v1.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1111/1111.2347v1.pdf
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http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1108/1108.6067v1.pdf
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1102/1102.1913v2.pdf
doi:10.1088/0264-9381/28/3/035003
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Abstract

The purpose of this work is to show that the gravitational interaction is able

to generate mass for all bodies. The condition for this is the existence of an energy

distribution represented by the vacuum or the cosmological constant term Λ gµν . We

review briefly the alternative Higgs mechanism in order to compare both processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of these notes is to compare the two known mechanisms to generate mass

of the elementary constituents of all bodies, the basic bricks of which will be taken as

representations of the Lorentz-Poincaré group and we will analyze them as scalar, spinor,

vector and tensor fields. We shall see that in both cases the origin of the mass of any

body A depends on its interaction with its surroundings yielding an overall effect (described

either as a scalar field – in the case of the Higgs mechanism – or as the metric tensor of the

geometry of space-time - in the case of the gravitational origin) on A which is represented

by a distribution of energy given by the form

Tµν = λ gµν (1)

In the literature concerning General Relativity this form of energy-momentum tensor

is attributed to the cosmological constant introduced by Einstein in order to be able to

construct a model for the geometry of the universe. In the realm of quantum field theory,

such distribution is identified to the vacuum. It is true that if one considers the Machian

point of view that the inertia of a body A depends on the energy distribution of all others

bodies in the universe, then λ is to be interpreted as the cosmological constant [12].

These two mechanisms that contemplate the possibility of determining the mass of any

body from elementary principles, are associated to two distinct universal interactions driven

by one of the two fields:

• Gravitational field;

• Scalar field.

The idea of using a scalar field to be at the origin of the mass appeared in the domain of

high energy physics and it received the name ”Higgs mechanism”. For the time being there

is no evidence of the existence of such scalar in Nature and huge experiments - the LHC

experiment – are at this very moment in the verge to be realized in order to prove that such

scalar field exists [1], [16].

On the other hand, the relationship of mass with gravity is a very old one and its deep

connection has been emphasized in a qualitative way a huge number of times. We will

concentrate our analysis only on a particular process that admits a systematic realization

and allows for a quantification.
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Although the theory of General Relativity may be understood as completely independent

from the Machian idea that inertia of a body A is related to the global distribution of energy

of all particles existing in the universe, we must recognize its historical value in the making

the ideology that enabled Einstein to start his journey toward the construction of a theory

of gravitation [2].

During the 20th century, the idea of associating the dependence of local characteristics of

matter with the global state of the universe came up now and then but without producing

any reliable mechanism that could support such proposal [3]. Even the concept of mass –

that pervades all gravitational processes – did not find a realization of such dependence on

global structure of the universe. On the contrary, the most efficient mechanism and one that

has performed an important role in the field of microphysics came from elsewhere, namely the

attempt to unify forces of a non-gravitational character, such as long-range electrodynamics

with decaying phenomena described by weak interaction. Indeed, the Higgs model produced

an efficient scenario for generating mass to the vector bosons [4] that goes in the opposite

direction of the proposal of Mach. This mechanism starts with the transformation of a global

symmetry into a local one and the corresponding presence of vector gauge fields. Then, a

particular form of the dynamics represented by Lint(ϕ) of self-interaction of an associated

scalar field in its fundamental state represented by an energy-momentum tensor given by

Tµν = Lint(ϕ0) gµν appears as the vehicle which provides mass to the gauge fields.

Recently a new mechanism for generation of mass that is a realization of Mach’s idea

was proposed [5]. The strategy used is to couple the field (scalar, spinor [6], vector [7]

and tensor) non minimally to gravity through the presence of terms involving explicitly the

curvature of space-time. The distribution of the vacuum energy of the rest-of-the-universe is

represented by a cosmological term Λ. The effect of Λ by the intermediary of the dynamics

of the metric of space-time in the realm of General Relativity is precisely to give mass to

the field. Although this mass depends on the cosmological constant, its value cannot be

obtained a priori [8].

II. THE HIGGS PROPOSAL

Consider a theory of a real scalar field ϕ described by the Lagrangian

L =
1

2
∂µϕ∂µϕ− V (ϕ) (2)
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where the potential has the form

V =
1

2
µ2 ϕ2 +

λ

4
ϕ4

In the homogeneous case, in order to satisfy the equation of motion, the field must be in an

extremum of the potential, which is true for two classes of solution: either

ϕ = 0

or

ϕ2
0 = − µ2

λ
.

In order to be a minimum the constant µ2 must be negative. This is a problem, once it

should imply that the mass of the scalar field is imaginary! However, one can avoid this

difficulty in the following manner. Let us redefine the field by introducing a new real variable

χ :

ϕ = ϕ0 + χ,

where ϕ0 is a constant. Substituting this definition on Lagrangian (2) it follows

L =
1

2
∂µχ ∂µχ+ µ2 χ2 − λ

4
χ4 − λϕ0 χ

3 +
µ4

4λ
(3)

This Lagrangian represents a real scalar field χ with real positive mass m2 = −µ2 and extra

terms of self-interaction. Note that in the Lagrangian it appears a residual constant term

representing a background constant negative energy distribution

Tµν(residual) = −µ4

4λ
gµν

In the realm of high energy physics it is considered that such term ... ” has no physical

consequences and can be dropped” [15]. We will come back to this when we analyze its

gravitational effects.

Note that now, the potential of field χ takes the form

V = m2 χ2 +
λ

4
χ4 + λϕ0 χ

3 + constant

Its minimum occurs for χ = 0. The others two extrema that exists for constant values χ0

are points of maxima. The expansion of the field must be made (for all calculations) around

χ = 0 and not around ϕ = 0. The reason is that this last is an unstable point and the series

will suffer from convergence. Finally, we note that the actual field χ has a real positive mass.
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A. The case of complex field

Let us now turn to the case of a complex field. The Lagrangian for φ = φ1 + i φ2 is given

by

L = ∂µφ
∗ ∂µφ− V (φ∗ φ) (4)

where the potential has the form

V = µ2 φ∗ φ+ λ (φ∗ φ)2

It is convenient to write the field as

φ =
1√
2
(φ0 + χ) exp

i

φ0

θ(x)

The Lagrangian then becomes

L =
1

2
∂µχ ∂µχ+

1

2

(φ0 + χ)2

φ2
0

∂µθ ∂
µθ

− µ2

2
(φ0 + χ)2)− h

4
(φ0 + χ)4 (5)

The extremum of the potential occurs for φ0 + χ = 0. For µ2 > 0 this extremum is a

minimum.

B. From global to local symmetry

The theory of the complex field φ has a gauge invariance under the constant map

φ′ = eiα φ.

This means that this transformation occurs in everyplace and does not distinguishes any

point of space-time. If the parameter α becomes space-time dependent the symmetry is

broken. In order to restore the symmetry, one can use the freedom of the electromagnetic

field Aµ and couple this map with the map

A
′

µ = Aµ −
1

e
∂µα.

This scheme was generalized for more general maps (non-abelian theory) by Yang and Mills

in the early 1954 for nonlinear fields, called generically gauge fields. It is immediate to show
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that by minimal coupling of the scalar field with a gauge field the symmetry is restored. The

modification consists in the passage from a global symmetry (valid for transformations that

are the same everywhere) to a local symmetry that depends on the space-time location. A

global property turns into a local one. It is like going from cosmological framework – that

deals with the global structure of space-time — to microphysics.

C. Mass for a vectorial boson

The interaction of the complex field φ with a vector Wµ through the substitution of the

derivatives of the scalar field ∂µ φ by (∂µ − ieWµ)φ using the minimum coupling principle,

preserves the gauge invariance when the parameter α becomes a function of space-time α(x).

This means that the dynamics is invariant under the map

φ′ = φ exp i α(x)

W ′
µ = Wµ +

1

e
∂µα

The Lagrangian, after the above substitution of the field φ = φ0 + χ turns into

L = − 1

4
F µν Fµν +

1

2
e2 (φ0 + χ)2Wν W

ν

+
1

2
∂µχ ∂µχ− V (χ)

+
1

2
(φ0 + χ)2 ∂µθ ∂

µθ (6)

Note that this represents the interaction of two real scalar fields χ and θ but only the

real field χ interacts with the massive vector boson. Due to the gauge invariance, one can

contemplate the possibility of choosing

α = − θ

φ0

and eliminate θ. The dynamics turn into

L = − 1

4
F µν Fµν +

e2 φ2
0

2
Wν W

ν

+
1

2
∂µχ ∂µχ− V (χ)

+ (e2 ϕ0 χ +
e2

2
χ2)Wν W

ν (7)
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that represents a massive vector field interacting non-minimally with a real scalar field. Note

that one of the degree of freedom of the theory – represented by the scalar field θ(x) — was

eliminated. Indeed, it was transformed into an extra degree of freedom of the massive vector

field (that gained one more degree of liberty going from 2 to 3). The total number we had

(two for the field φ and two for the massless field Wµ) is preserved. It only changed the

place. The degree of freedom of θ was conceded to the (now) massive vector boson.

It is not difficult to generalize the above procedure for more than one vector field in such

a way that one of them remains massless. This was the procedure for the case of the unified

field theory of electro-weak interaction: the intermediary boson gain a mass but the photon

remains massless.

D. Mass for a fermion

Let us couple this scalar field with a spinor Ψ through the Lagrangian

L =
1

2
∂µϕ∂µϕ− V (ϕ) + LD − hϕ Ψ̄Ψ (8)

where LD is Dirac dynamics for massless free field. Making the same replacement we made

previously using χ instead of ϕ this theory becomes

L =
1

2
∂µχ ∂µχ− V (χ) + LD − h (ϕ0 + χ) Ψ̄Ψ (9)

The equation for the spinor field becomes

iγµ∂µ Ψ− hϕ0Ψ− hχ Ψ̄Ψ = 0 (10)

which represents a spinor field of mass hϕ0 > 0 interacting with a scalar field χ.

III. WHO GIVES MASS TO THE SCALAR FIELD THAT GIVE MASS FOR

THE VECTOR AND SPINOR FIELDS?

In the precedent sections we described the Higgs model that produced an efficient scenario

for generating mass to the vector bosons in the realm of high-energy physics. At its origin

appears a process relating the transformation of a global symmetry into a local one and the

corresponding presence of vector gauge fields.
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This mechanism appeals to the intervention of a scalar field that appears as the vehicle

which provides mass to the gauge vector field Wµ. For the mass to be a real and constant

value (a different value for each field) the scalar field ϕ must be in a minimum state of

its potential V. This fundamental state of the self-interacting scalar field has an energy

distribution given by Tµν = V (ϕ0) gµν . A particular form of self-interaction of the scalar

field ϕ allows the existence of a constant value V (ϕ0) that is directly related to the mass

of Wµ. This scalar field has its own mass, the origin of which rests unclear. In [5] a new

mechanism depending on the gravitational interaction, that can provides mass to the scalar

field was presented. In these lectures we shall analyze this mechanism.

Although the concept of mass pervades most of all analysis involving gravitational inter-

action, it is an uncomfortable situation that still to this day there has been no successful

attempt to derive a mechanism by means of which mass is understood a direct consequence

of a dynamical process depending on gravity [10].

The main idea concerning inertia in the realm of gravity according to the origins of

General Relativity, goes in the opposite direction of the mechanism that we analyzed in

the previous section in the territory of the high-energy physics. Indeed, while the Higgs

mechanism explores the reduction of a global symmetry into a local one, the Mach principle

suggests a cosmical dependence of local properties, making the origin of the mass of a given

body to depend on the structure of the whole universe. In this way, there ought to exist

a mechanism by means of which this quantity - the mass – depends on the state of the

universe. How to understand such broad concept of mass? Let us describe an example of

such mechanism in order to see how this vague idea can achieve a qualitative scheme [11].

A. Mass for scalar field: a trivial case

We start by considering Mach principle as the statement according to which the inertial

properties of a body A are determined by the energy-momentum throughout all space. How

could we describe such universal state that takes into account the whole contribution of the

rest-of-the-universe onto A ? There is no simpler way than consider this state as the most

homogeneous one and relate it to what Einstein attributed to the cosmological constant

or, in modern language, the vacuum of all remaining bodies. This means to describe the
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energy-momentum distribution of all complementary bodies of A as

Tµν = λ gµν

Let ϕ be a massless field the dynamics of which is given by the Lagrangian

Lϕ =
1

2
∂αϕ∂αϕ

In the framework of General Relativity its gravitational interaction is given by the La-

grangian

L =
1

κ0
R +

1

2
∂αϕ∂αϕ+B(ϕ)R− λ

κ0
(11)

where for the time being the dependence of B on the scalar field is not fixed. This dynamics

represents a scalar field non-minimally coupled to gravity. The cosmological constant is

added by the reasons presented above and represents the influence of the rest-of-the-universe

on ϕ. We shall see that λ is the real responsible to provide mass for the scalar field. This

means that if we set λ = 0 the mass of the scalar field should vanish.

Independent variation of ϕ and gµν yields

�ϕ−RB′ = 0 (12)

α0 (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν) = −Tµν (13)

where we set α0 ≡ 2/κ0 and B′ ≡ ∂B/∂ϕ. The energy-momentum tensor is given by

Tµν = ∂µϕ∂νϕ− 1

2
∂αϕ∂αϕ gµν

+ 2B (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν)

+ 2∇µ∇νB − 2�B gµν +
λ

κ0

gµν (14)

Taking the trace of equation (55) we obtain

(α0 + 2B)R = − ∂αϕ∂αϕ− 6�B +
4λ

κ0
(15)

Inserting this result on the equation (46 ) yields

�ϕ+ Z = 0 (16)
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where

Z ≡ B′

α0 + 2B

(
∂αϕ∂αϕ+ 6�B − 4λ

κ0

)

or, equivalently,

Z =
B′

α0 + 2B

(
∂αϕ∂αϕ(1 + 6B′′) + 6B′

�ϕ− 4λ

κ0

)

Therefore, the scalar field acquires an effective self-interaction through the non-minimal

coupling with the gravitational field. At this stage it is worth to select among all possible

candidates of B a particular one that makes the factor on the gradient of the field to

disappear in the expression of Z by setting

B = a+ b ϕ− 1

12
ϕ2

where a and b are arbitrary parameters. The quantity a makes only a re-normalization of the

constant 1/κ0 and parameter b is responsible for distinguishing different masses for different

fields. Making a translation on the field

Φ = −ϕ+ 6b

it follows

�Φ + µ2Φ = 0 (17)

where

µ2 =
2λ

3

κren

κ0

. (18)

where

κren =
1

α0 + 2a+ 6b2

Thus as a result of the above process the scalar field acquires a mass µ that depends on λ.

If λ vanishes then the mass of the field vanishes. The net effect of the non-minimal coupling

of gravity with the scalar field corresponds to a specific self-interaction of the scalar field.

The mass of the field appears only if we take into account the existence of all remaining

bodies in the universe in the state in which all existing matter is on the corresponding

vacuum. The values of different masses for different fields is contemplated in the parameter

b.
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B. Mass for scalar field-II

Let us now analyze a more general scenario to provide mass to a scalar field. We start

from the Lagrangian that describes a massless field ϕ that is

Lϕ =
1

2
∂αϕ∂αϕ

The gravitational interaction yields the modified Lagrangian

L =
1

κ
R +

1

2
W (ϕ) ∂αϕ∂αϕ+B(ϕ)R− 1

κ
Λ (19)

where for the time being the dependence of B and W on the scalar field is not fixed. We

set ~ = c = 1.

This dynamics represents a scalar field coupled non-minimally with gravity. There is

no direct interaction between ϕ and the rest-of-the-universe (ROTU), except through the

intermediary of gravity described by a cosmological constant Λ. Thus Λ represents the whole

influence of the ROTU on ϕ.

Independent variation of ϕ and gµν yields

W �ϕ+
1

2
W ′ ∂αϕ∂αϕ− B′ R = 0 (20)

α0 (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν) = −Tµν (21)

where α0 ≡ 2/κ and B′ ≡ ∂B/∂ϕ. The energy-momentum tensor defined by

Tµν =
2√−g

δ(
√−g L)

δgµν

is given by

Tµν = W ∂µϕ∂νϕ− 1

2
W ∂αϕ∂αϕ gµν

+ 2B (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν)

+ 2∇µ∇νB − 2�B gµν +
1

κ
Λ gµν (22)

Taking the trace of equation (21) we obtain

(α0 + 2B)R = − ∂αϕ∂αϕ (W + 6B′′)− 6B′
�ϕ+ 4

Λ

κ
(23)
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where we used that �B = B′
�ϕ +B′′ ∂αϕ∂αϕ.

Inserting this result back on the equation (20 ) yields

M�ϕ + N ∂αϕ∂αϕ−Q = 0 (24)

where

M ≡ W +
6(B′)2

α0 + 2B

N ≡ 1

2
W ′ +

B′ (W + 6B′′)

α0 + 2B

Q =
4ΛB′

κ (α0 + 2B)

Thus, through the non-minimal coupling with the gravitational field the scalar field ac-

quires an effective self-interaction. At this point it is worth to select among all possible

candidates of B and W particular ones that makes the factor on the gradient of the field

to disappear on the equation of motion by setting N = 0. This condition will give W as a

function of B :

W =
2q − 6(B′)2

α0 + 2B
(25)

where q is a constant. Inserting this result into the equation (24) yields

�ϕ− 2Λ

q κ
B′ = 0. (26)

At this point one is led to set

B = −β

4
ϕ2

to obtain

�ϕ+ µ2 ϕ = 0 (27)

where

µ2 ≡ β Λ

q κ
(28)

For the function W we obtain

W =
2 q − 3 β2 ϕ2

2α0 − βϕ2

One should set 2q = α0 in order to obtain the standard dynamics in case β vanishes.

Using units were ~ = 1 = c we write

L =
1

κ
R +

2 q − 3 β2 ϕ2

2 (2α0 − βϕ2)
∂αϕ∂αϕ− 1

4
β ϕ2R − Λ

κ
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Thus as a result of the gravitational interaction the scalar field acquires a mass µ that

depends on the constant β and on the existence of Λ :

µ2 = β Λ (29)

If Λ vanishes then the mass of the field vanishes. The net effect of the non-minimal

coupling of gravity with the scalar field corresponds to a specific self-interaction of the

scalar field. The mass of the field appears only if we take into account the existence of all

remaining bodies in the universe — represented by the cosmological constant — in the state

in which all existing matter is on the corresponding vacuum. The values of different masses

for different fields is contemplated in the parameter β.

C. Renormalization of the mass

The effect of the rest-of-the-universe on a massive scalar field can be analyzed through

the same lines as above. Indeed, let us consider the case in which there is a potential V (ϕ)

L =
1

κ
R +

W

2
∂αϕ∂αϕ+B(ϕ)R− V (ϕ)− Λ

κ
(30)

The equation for the scalar field is given by

W �ϕ +
1

2
W

′

∂α ϕ∂α ϕ− B
′

R + V
′

= 0 (31)

Use the equation for the metric to obtain the scalar of curvature in terms of the field and

Λ. It then follows that terms in ∂α ϕ∂α ϕ are absent if we set

W =
2q − 6 (B

′

)2

α0 + 2B

where q is a constant. For the case in which B = −β ϕ2/4 and for the potential

V =
µ0

2
ϕ2

and choosing q = 1/κ (in order to obtain the standard equation of the scalar field in case

B = 0) yields

�ϕ + (µ2
0 + β Λ)ϕ+

β µ2
0

4
κϕ3 = 0 (32)

This dynamics is equivalent to the case in which the scalar field shows an effective potential

(in absence of gravity) of the form

Veff = (µ2
0 + β Λ)

ϕ2

2
+

β µ2
0 κ

16
ϕ4
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Thus the net effect of the gravitational interaction for the dynamics driven by (30) is to

re-normalize the mass from the bare value µ0 to the value

µ2 = µ2
0 + β Λ.

We can then contemplate the possibility that all bodies represented by a scalar field

could have the same bare mass and as a consequence of gravitational interaction

acquires a split into different values characterized by the different values of β.

This result is not exclusive of the scalar field but is valid for any field.

IV. THE CASE OF FERMIONS

Let us now turn our attention to the case of fermions. The massless theory for a spinor

field is given by Dirac equation:

iγµ∂µ Ψ = 0 (33)

This equation is invariant under γ5 transformation. In order to have mass for the fermion

this symmetry must be broken. Who is the responsible for this?

Gravity breaks the symmetry

Electrodynamics appears in gauge theory as a mechanism that preserves a symmetry when

one pass from a global transformation to a local one (space-time dependent map). Nothing

similar with gravity. On the contrary, in the generation of mass through the mechanism that

we are analyzing here, gravity is the responsible to break the symmetry. In the framework of

General Relativity the gravitational interaction of the fermion is driven by the Lagrangian

L =
i ~ c

2
Ψ̄γµ∇µΨ− i

2
∇µΨ̄γµΨ

+
1

κ
R + V (Φ)R− 1

κ
Λ

+ LCT (34)

where the non-minimal coupling of the spinor field with gravity is contained in the term

V (Φ) that depends on the scalar

Φ ≡ Ψ̄ Ψ
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which preserves the gauge invariance of the theory under the map Ψ → exp(i θ) Ψ. Note

that the dependence on Φ on the dynamics of Ψ breaks the chiral invariance of the mass-less

fermion, a condition that is necessary for a mass to appear.

For the time being the dependence of V on Φ is not fixed. We have added a counter-term

LCT for reasons that will be clear later on. On the other hand, the form of the counter-term

should be guessed, from the previous analysis that we made for the scalar case, that is we

set

LCT = H(Φ) ∂µΦ ∂µΦ (35)

This dynamics represents a massless spinor field coupled non-minimally with gravity. The

cosmological constant represents the influence of the rest-of-the-universe on Ψ.

Independent variation of Ψ and gµν yields

iγµ∇µΨ+ (RV ′ −H ′ ∂µΦ ∂µΦ− 2H�Φ) Ψ = 0 (36)

α0 (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν) = −Tµν (37)

where V ′ ≡ ∂V/∂Φ. The energy-momentum tensor is given by

Tµν =
i

4
Ψ̄γ(µ∇ν)Ψ− i

4
∇(µΨ̄γν)Ψ

+ 2V (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν) + 2∇µ∇νV − 2�V gµν

+ 2H ∂µΦ ∂νΦ−H ∂λΦ ∂λΦ gµν +
α0

2
Λ gµν (38)

Taking the trace of equation (37) we obtain after some algebraic manipulation:

(α0 + 2V + V ′)R = H ′ Φ ∂αΦ ∂αΦ

+ 2H Φ�Φ− 6�V + 2α0Λ (39)

Inserting this result back on the equation (36) yields

iγµ∇µΨ+
(
X ∂λΦ ∂λΦ + Y�Φ

)
Ψ+ ZΨ = 0 (40)

where

Z ≡ 2α0Λ V ′

Q

X =
V ′ (ΦH ′ − 2H − 6V ′′)

Q
−H ′
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Y =
V ′ (2H Φ− 6V ′)

Q
− 2H

where Q ≡ α0 + 2V + ΦV ′.

At this stage it is worth selecting among all possible candidates of V and H particular

ones that makes the factor on the gradient and on � of the field to disappear from equation

(40). The simplest way is to set X = Y = 0 which imply only one condition, that is

H =
− 3(V ′)2

α0 + 2V
(41)

The non-minimal term V is such that Z reduces to a constant, that is

V =
α0

2

[
(1 + σΦ)−2 − 1

]
(42)

Then it follows immediately that

H = −3α0 σ
2 (1 + σΦ)−4 (43)

where σ is a constant.

The equation for the spinor becomes

iγµ∇µΨ−mΨ = 0 (44)

where

m =
4 σΛ

κ c2
. (45)

Thus as a result of the above process the spinor field acquires a mass m that depends

crucially on the existence of Λ. If Λ vanishes then the mass of the field vanishes. The non-

minimal coupling of gravity with the spinor field corresponds to a specific self-interaction.

The mass of the field appears only if we take into account the existence of all remaining

bodies in the universe — represented by the cosmological constant. The values of different

masses for different fields are contemplated in the parameter σ.

The various steps of our mechanism can be synthesized as follows:

• The dynamics of a massles spinor field Ψ is described by the Lagrangian

LD =
i

2
Ψ̄γµ∇µΨ− i

2
∇µΨ̄γµΨ;
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• Gravity is described in General Relativity by the scalar of curvature

LE = R;

• The field interacts with gravity in a non-minimal way described by the term

Lint = V (Φ)R

where Φ = Ψ̄Ψ;

• The action of the rest-of-the-universe on the spinor field, through the gravitational

intermediary, is contained in the form of an additional constant term on the Lagrangian

noted as Λ;

• A counter-term depending on the invariant Φ is introduced to kill extra terms coming

from gravitational interaction;

• As a result of this process, after specifying V and H the field acquires a mass being

described as

iγµ∇µΨ−mΨ = 0

wherem is given by equation (45) and is zero only if the cosmological constant vanishes.

This procedure allows us to state that the mechanism proposed here is to be understood

as a realization of Mach principle according to which the inertia of a body depends on

the background of the rest-of-the-universe. This strategy can be applied in a more general

context in support of the idea that (local) properties of microphysics may depend on the

(global) properties of the universe. We will analyze this in the next session (see also [6]).

Thus, collecting all these terms we obtain the final form of the Lagrangian

L =
i

2
Ψ̄γµ∇µΨ− i

2
∇µΨ̄γµΨ

+
1

κ
(1 + σΦ)−2R − 1

κ
Λ

− 6

κ
σ2 (1 + σΦ)−4 ∂µΦ ∂µΦ (46)

Some comments
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• In the case σ = 0 the Lagrangian reduces to a massless fermion satisfying Dirac’s

dynamics plus the gravitational field described by General Relativity;

• The dimensionality of σ is L3;

• The ratio m/σ = 4Λ/κ c2 which has the meaning of a density of mass is an universal

constant. How to interpret such universality?

V. THE CASE OF VECTOR FIELDS

We start with a scenario in which there are only three ingredients: a massless vector field,

the gravitational field and an homogeneous distribution of energy - that is identified with

the vacuum. The theory is specified by the Lagrangian

L = −1

4
Fµν F

µν +
1

κ
R− Λ

κ
(47)

The corresponding equations of motion are

F µν
;ν = 0

and

α0 (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν) = −Tµν

where Fµν = ∇νWµ −∇µWν and α0 ≡ 2/κ.

In this theory, the vacuum Λ is invisible for Wµ. The energy distribution represented by

Λ interacts with the vector field only indirectly once it modifies the geometry of space-time.

In the Higgs mechanism this vacuum is associated to a fundamental state of a scalar field

ϕ and it is transformed in a mass term for Wµ. The role of Λ is displayed by the value of

the potential V (ϕ) in its homogeneous state. We will now show that there is no needs to

introduce any extra scalar field by using the universal character of gravitational interaction

to generate mass for Wµ.

The point of departure is the recognition that gravity may be the real responsible for

breaking the gauge symmetry. For this, we modify the above Lagrangian to include a non-

minimal coupling of the field Wµ to gravity in order to explicitly break such invariance.

There are only two possible ways for this [13]. The total Lagrangian must be of the form
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L = −1

4
Fµν F

µν +
1

κ
R

+
γ

6
RΦ+ γ Rµν W

µW ν

− Λ

κ
(48)

where we define

Φ ≡ WµW
µ.

The first two terms of L represents the free part of the vector and the gravitational fields.

The second line represents the non-minimal coupling interaction of the vector field with

gravity. The parameter σ is dimensionless. The vacuum – represented by Λ – is added by

the reasons presented above and it must be understood as the definition of the expression

”the influence of the rest-of-the-universe on Wµ”. We will not make any further hypothesis

on this [14].

In the present proposed mechanism, Λ is the real responsible to provide mass for the

vector field. This means that if we set Λ = 0 the mass of Wµ will vanish.

Independent variation of Wµ and gµν yields

F µν
;ν +

γ

3
RW µ + 2γ Rµν Wν = 0 (49)

α0 (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν) = −Tµν (50)

The energy-momentum tensor defined by

Tµν =
2√−g

δ(
√−g L)

δgµν

is given by

Tµν = Eµν

+
γ

3
∇µ∇νΦ− γ

3
�Φ gµν +

γ

3
Φ (Rµν −

1

2
Rgµν)

+
γ

3
RWµWν + 2γRµ

λ Wλ Wν + 2γRν
λ Wλ Wµ

− γ Rαβ W
αW β gµν − γ∇α∇β (W

αW β) gµν

+ γ∇ν ∇β(WµW
β) + γ∇µ∇β(Wν W

β)

+ γ�(WµWν) +
1

κ
Λ gµν (51)
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where

Eµν = Fµα F
α
ν +

1

4
Fαβ F

αβ gµν

Taking the trace of equation (50) we obtain

R = 2Λ− κ γ∇α∇β (W
αW β) (52)

Then, using this result back into equation (49) it follows

F µν
;ν +

2 γ Λ

3
W µ

− κ γ2

3
∇α∇β (W

αW β)W µ

+ 2 γ Rµ
ν W

ν = 0 (53)

The non-minimal coupling with gravity yields an effective self-interaction of the vector field

and a term that represents its direct interaction with the curvature of space-time. Besides,

as a result of this process the vector field acquires a mass µ that depends on the constant γ

and on the existence of λ. The term

2 γ Rµ
ν W

ν

gives a contribution (through the dynamics of the metric equation (50) of γ Λ yielding for

the mass the formula

µ2 =
5

3
γ Λ (54)

Note that the Newton’s constant does not appear in our formula for the mass. The net effect

of the non-minimal coupling of gravity with W µ corresponds to a specific self-interaction of

the vector field. The mass of the field appears only if we take into account the existence of

the rest-of-the-universe — represented by Λ — in the state in which this environment is on

the corresponding vacuum. If Λ vanishes then the mass of the field vanishes.The values of

different masses for different fields are contemplated in the parameter γ.

Quantum perturbations

How this process that we have been examining here to give mass to all kind of bodies

should be modified in a quantum version? We note, first of all, that the gravitational

field is to be treated at a classical level, once there is neither theoretical nor observational
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evidence that exists a quantum version of gravitational interaction. Thus, any modification

of the present scheme means to introduce quantum aspects of the vector field. This will not

change the whole scheme of generation of mass described above.Indeed, in the semi-classical

approach in which the matter field is quantized but the metric is not, the modification of

the equation of general relativity becomes

α0 (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν) = − < Tµν > (55)

where the field is in a given specific state. Throughout all the process of gravitational

interaction the system does not change its state, allowing the same classical treatment as

above.

VI. THE CASE OF SPIN-TWO FIELD

As in the previous cases we start with a scenario in which there are only three ingredi-

ents: a linear tensor field, the gravitational field and an homogeneous distribution of energy

identified with the vacuum. We note that there are two possible equivalent ways to describe

a spin-two field that is:

• Einstein frame

• Fierz frame

according we use a symmetric second order tensor ϕµν or the third-order tensor tensor Fαβλ.

Although the Fierz representation is not used for most of the works dealing with spin-2 field,

it is far better than the Einstein frame when dealing in a curved space-time[20]. Thus, let us

review briefly the basic properties of the Fierz frame[21]. We start by defining a three-index

tensor Fαβµ which is anti-symmetric in the first pair of indices and obeys the cyclic identity:

Fαµν + Fµαν = 0, (56)

Fαµν + Fµνα + Fναµ = 0. (57)

This expression implies that the dual of Fαµν is trace-free:

∗

F
αµ

µ = 0, (58)
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where the asterisk represents the dual operator, defined in terms of ηαβµν by

∗

F
αµ

λ ≡ 1

2
ηαµνσ F

νσ
λ.

The tensor Fαµν has 20 independent components. The necessary and sufficient condition for

Fαµν to represent an unique spin-2 field (described by 10 components) is [22]

∗

F
α(µν)

,α = 0, (59)

which can be rewritten as

Fαβ
λ
,µ + Fβµ

λ
,α + Fµα

λ
,β −

1

2
δλα(Fµ,β − Fβ,µ) +

−1

2
δλµ(Fβ,α − Fα,β)−

1

2
δλβ(Fα,µ − Fµ,α) = 0. (60)

A direct consequence of the above equation is the identity:

F αβµ
,µ = 0 . (61)

We call a tensor that satisfies the conditions given in the Eqns.(56), (57) and (59) a Fierz

tensor. If Fαµν is a Fierz tensor, it represents an unique spin-2 field. Condition (59) yields a

connection between the Einstein frame (EF) and the Fierz frame (FF): it implies that there

exists a symmetric second-order tensor ϕµν that acts as a potential for the field. We write

2Fαµν = ϕν[α,µ] +
(
ϕ,α − ϕα

λ
,λ

)
ηµν

−
(
ϕ,µ − ϕµ

λ
,λ

)
ηαν . (62)

where ηµν is the flat spacetime metric tensor, and the factor 2 in the l.h.s. is introduced for

convenience.

Taking the trace of equation (62) Fα ≡ Fαµνη
µν it follows that

Fα = ϕ,α − ϕα
λ
,λ,

where . Thus we can write

2Fαµν = ϕν[α,µ] + F[α ηµ]ν . (63)

Using the properties of the Fierz tensor we obtain the important identity:

F α
(µν),α ≡ − 2G(L)

µν , (64)
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where G(L)
µν is the linearized Einstein tensor, defined by the perturbation gµν = ηµν + ϕµν

by

2G(L)
µν ≡ �ϕµν − ϕǫ

(µ,ν) ,ǫ + ϕ,µν − ηµν
(
�ϕ− ϕαβ

,αβ

)
. (65)

The divergence of F α
(µν),α yields Bianci identity:

F α(µν)
,αµ ≡ 0. (66)

Indeed,

F αµν
,αµ + F ανµ

,µα = 0. (67)

The first term vanishes identically due to the symmetric properties of the field and the

second term vanishes due to equation (61). Using Eqn.(64) the identity which states that

the linearized Einstein tensor G(L)
µν is divergence-free is recovered.

We shall build now dynamical equations for the free Fierz tensor in flat spacetime. Our

considerations will be restricted here to linear dynamics. The most general theory can

be constructed from a combination of the three invariants involving the field. These are

represented by A, B and W :

A ≡ Fαµν F
αµν , B ≡ FµF

µ,

W ≡ Fαβλ

∗

F
αβλ =

1

2
FαβλF

µνλ ηαβµν .

W is a topological invariant so we shall use only the invariants A and B. The EOM for the

massless spin-2 field in the ER is given by

G(L)
µν = 0. (68)

As we have seen above, in terms of the field F λµν this equation can be written as

F λ(µν)
,λ = 0. (69)

The corresponding action takes the form

S =
1

k

∫
d4x (A− B). (70)

Then,

δS =

∫
F α (µν)

,α δϕµν d
4x. (71)
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we obtain

δS = −2

∫
G(L)

µν δϕ
µν d4x, (72)

where G(L)
µν is given in Eqn.(65).

Let us consider now the massive case. If we include a mass for the spin 2 field in the

Fierz frame, the Lagrangian takes the form

L = A− B +
m2

2

(
ϕµν ϕ

µν − ϕ2
)
, (73)

and the EOM that follow are

F α
(µν),α −m2 (ϕµν − ϕ ηµν) = 0, (74)

or equivalently,

G(L)
µν +

m2

2
(ϕµν − ϕ ηµν) = 0.

The trace of this equation gives

F α
,α +

3

2
m2 ϕ = 0, (75)

while the divergence of Eqn.(74) yields

Fµ = 0. (76)

This result together with the trace equation gives ϕ = 0.

In terms of the potential, Eqn.(76) is equivalent to

ϕ, µ − ϕǫ
µ ,ǫ = 0. (77)

It follows that we must have

ϕµν
,ν = 0.

Thus we have shown that the original ten degrees of freedom (DOF) of Fαβµ have been

reduced to five (which is the correct number for a massive spin-2 field) by means of the five

constraints

ϕµν
,ν = 0, ϕ = 0. (78)

Equation of spin-2 in curved background
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The passage of the spin-2 field equation from Minkowski spacetime to arbitrary curved

riemannian manifold presents ambiguities due to the presence of second order derivatives

of the rank two symmetric tensor ϕµν that is used in the so called Einstein-frame (see for

instance [? ]). These ambiguities disappear when we pass to the Fierz frame representation

that deals with the three index tensor Fαµν as it was shown in [? ].

There results a unique form of minimal coupling, free of ambiguities. Let us define from

ϕµν two auxiliary fields G(I)
µν and G(II)

µν through the expressions:

2G(I)
µν ≡

�ϕµν − ϕǫ(µ;ν)
;ǫ + ϕ;µν − ηµν

(
�ϕ− ϕαβ

;αβ

)
, (79)

2G(II)
µν ≡

�ϕµν − ϕǫ(µ
;ǫ
;ν) + ϕ;µν − ηµν

(
�ϕ− ϕαβ

;αβ

)
. (80)

These objects differ only in the order of the second derivative in the second term on the

r.h.s. of the above equations. The equation of motion [? ] free of ambiguities concerns the

tensor field

Ĝµν ≡ 1

2

(
G(I)

µν +G(II)
µν

)
(81)

and is given by

Ĝµν +
1

2
m2 (ϕµν − ϕgµν) = 0. (82)

which is precisely the usual equations for massive spin-2 field.

Generating mass for the spin-2 field

We follow the same strategy as in the previous case and take the dynamics of the spin-2

field as given by

L = Fαµν F
αµν − Fα F

α +
1

κ
R

+ aRαµβν ϕ
αβ ϕµν

− Λ

κ
(83)

The equations of motion are given by:

F α
(µν);α + 2aRαµβν ϕ

αβ = 0, (84)
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1

κ

(
Rµν −

1

2
Rgµν +

Λ

2
gµν

)
+ Tµν + a Yµν = 0 (85)

where the quantity Yµν is given by the variation of the non minimal coupling term:

δ

∫ √
−g Rαµβν ϕ

αβ ϕµν =

∫ √
−g Yµν δgµν (86)

where Yµν is given in terms of Sαµβν defined as

Sαµβν ≡ ϕαβ ϕµν − ϕαν ϕβµ

which has the symmetries:

Sαµβν = −Sαµνβ = −Sµαβν = Sβναµ.

A direct calculation yields

Y µν ≡ Sλµνǫ
;ǫ;λ −

1

2
Rασβλ ϕ

αβ ϕσλ gµν +
3

2
Rασβ

(µ ϕν)σ ϕαβ − 1

2
Rασβλ ϕ

αβ ϕσλ gµν

Let us remind that the Riemann curvature can be written in terms of its irreducible

quantities involving the Weyl conformal tensor Wασβλ and the contracted Ricci tensor by

the formula:

Rαµβν = Wαµβν +
1

2
(Rαβ gµν +Rµν gαβ − Rαν gβµ −Rβµ gαν)−

1

6
Rgαµβν .

Then

Rαµβν ϕ
αβ ϕµν = Wαµβν ϕ

αβ ϕµν +

(
Rαβ −

1

6
Rgαβ

) (
ϕϕαβ − ϕα

λ ϕ
λβ
)
.

We can then re-write the equation of the spin-2 field as

F α
(µν);α − aΛ

3
(ϕµν − ϕ gµν) + 2aWαµβν ϕ

αβ +Qµν = 0, (87)

where Qµν contain non-linear terms of interaction of the spin-2 field with gravity.

VII. GENERALIZED MACH’S PRINCIPLE

In this section we present an extension of Mach principle in similar lines as it has been

suggested by Dirac, Hoyle and others. This generalization aims to produce a mechanism that

transforms the vague idea according to which local properties may depend on the universe’s
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global characteristics into an efficient process. We will apply the strategy that we used in

the precedent sections to generate mass in order to elaborate such generalization.

The cosmological influence on the microphysical world: the case of chiral-

invariant Heisenberg-Nambu-Jona-Lasinio dynamics

There have been many discussions in the scientific literature in the last decades related

to the cosmic dependence of the fundamental interactions. The most popular one was the

suggestion of Dirac – the so called Large Number Hypothesis – that was converted by Dicke

and Brans into a new theory of gravitation, named the scalar-tensor theory. We will do not

analyze any of these here. On the contrary, we will concentrate on a specific self-interaction

of an elementary field and show that its correspondent dynamics is a consequence of a

dynamical cosmological process. That is, to show that dynamics of elementary fields in the

realm of microphysics, may depend on the global structure of the universe.

The first question we have to face concerns the choice of the elementary process. There is

no better way than start our analysis with the fundamental theory proposed by Nambu and

Jona-Lasinio concerning a dynamical model of elementary particles [18]. Since the original

paper until to-day hundreds of papers devoted to the NJL model were published [17]. For

our purpose here it is enough to analyze the nonlinear equation of motion that they used in

their original paper as the basis of their theory which is given by

iγµ∇µ Ψ− 2s(A+ i B γ5)Ψ = 0

This equation, as remarked by these authors, was proposed earlier by Heisenberg [19] al-

though in a quite different context. We will not enter in the analysis of the theory that follows

from this dynamics. Our question here is just this: is it possible to produce a model such that

HNJL (Heisenberg-Nambu-Jona-Lasinio) equation for spinor field becomes a consequence of

the gravitational interaction of a free massless Dirac field with the rest-of-the-universe? We

shall see that the answer is yes.

We used Mach’s principle as the statement according to which the inertial properties of

a body A are determined by the energy-momentum throughout all space. We follow here a

similar procedure and will understand the Extended Mach Principle as the idea which states

that the influence of the rest-of-the-universe on microphysics can be described through the
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action of the energy-momentum distribution identified with the cosmic form

TU
µν = Λ gµν

Non minimal coupling with gravity

In the framework of General Relativity we set the dynamics of a fermion field Ψ coupled

non-minimally with gravity to be given by the Lagrangian (we are using units were ~ = c = 1)

L = LD +
1

κ
R + V (X)R− 1

κ
Λ + LCT (88)

where

LD ≡ i

2
Ψ̄γµ∇µΨ− i

2
∇µΨ̄γµΨ (89)

The non-minimal coupling of the spinor field with gravity is contained in the term V (X)

and depends on the scalar X defined by

X = A2 +B2

where A = Ψ̄Ψ and B = iΨ̄ γ5Ψ. We note that we can write, in an equivalent way,

X = Jµ J
µ

where Jµ = Ψ̄γµΨ. This quantity X is chiral invariant, once it is invariant under the map

Ψ′ = γ5Ψ.

Indeed, from this γ5 transformation, it follows

A′ = −A, B′ = −B; then,X ′ = X.

The case in which the theory breaks chiral invariance and the interacting term V depends

only on the invariant A – is the road to the appearance of a mass as we saw in the previous

sections [6]. Here we start from the beginning with a chiral invariant theory. For the time

being the dependence of V on X is not fixed. We have added LCT to counter-balance the

terms of the form ∂λX ∂λX and �X that appear due to the gravitational interaction. The

most general form of this counter-term is

LCT = H(X) ∂µX ∂µX (90)
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We shall see that H depends on V and if we set V = 0 then H vanishes. This dynamics

represents a massless spinor field coupled non-minimally with gravity. The cosmological

constant represents the influence of the rest-of-the-universe on Ψ.

Independent variation of Ψ and gµν yields

iγµ∇µΨ+ Ω(A+ i B γ5)Ψ = 0 (91)

where

Ω ≡ 2RV ′ − 2H ′ ∂µX ∂µX − 4H�X

α0 (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν) = −Tµν (92)

where we set α0 ≡ 2/κ and V ′ ≡ ∂V/∂X. The energy-momentum tensor is given by

Tµν =
i

4
Ψ̄γ(µ∇ν)Ψ− i

4
∇(µΨ̄γµ)Ψ

+ 2V (Rµν −
1

2
Rgµν) + 2∇µ∇νV − 2�V gµν

+ 2H ∂µX ∂νX −H ∂λX ∂λX gµν +
α0

2
Λ gµν (93)

Taking the trace of equation (92), after some simplification and using

�V = V ′
�X + V ′′ ∂µX ∂µX (94)

it follows

(α0 + 2V + 2 V ′ X)R = (4HX − 6V ′)�X

+ (2H ′X − 6V ′′ − 2H) ∂αX ∂αX

+ 2α0Λ (95)

Then

Ω = (M�X + N ∂µX ∂µX)

+
4α0Λ V ′

α0 + 2V + 2 V ′ X
(96)

where

M =
2V ′(4HX − 6V ′)

α0 + 2V + 2 V ′ X
− 4H
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N =
2V ′ (2XH ′ − 6V ′′ − 2H)

α0 + 2V + 2 V ′ X
− 2H ′

Defining ∆ ≡ α0 + 2V + 2 V ′X we re-write M and N as

M = − 4

∆

(
3 V ′2 +H (α0 + 2V )

)

N = − 2

∆

(
3 V ′2 +H (α0 + 2V )

)′

Inserting this result on the equation (91) yields

iγµ∇µΨ+
(
M�X + N ∂λX ∂λX

)
Ψ+ Z (A+ i B γ5)Ψ = 0 (97)

where

Z =
4α0Λ V ′

∆

At this stage it is worth to select among all possible candidates of V and H particular

ones that makes the factor on the gradient and on � of the field to disappear from equation

(97).

The simplest way is to set M = N = 0, which is satisfied if

H = − 3 V ′2

α0 + 2V

Imposing that Z must reduce to a constant we obtain

V =
1

κ

[
1

1 + β X
− 1

]
. (98)

As a consequence of this,

H = − 3 β2

2κ

1

(1 + β X)3
(99)

where β is a constant. Using equations 97) and 98) the equation for the spinor becomes

iγµ∇µ Ψ− 2s(A+ i B γ5)Ψ = 0 (100)

where

s =
2 β Λ

κ(~ c)
. (101)

Thus as a result of the gravitational interaction the spinor field satisfies Heisenberg-

Nambu-Jona-Lasinio equation of motion. This is possible due to the influence of the rest-

of-the-Universe on Ψ. If Λ vanishes then the constant of the self-interaction of Ψ vanishes.
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The final form of the Lagrangian is provided by

L = LD +
1

κ (1 + βX)
R − 1

κ
Λ− 3β2

2κ

1

(1 + βX)3
∂µX ∂µX (102)

In this section we analyzed the influence of all the material content of the universe on a

fermionic field when this content is in two possible states: in one case its energy distribution

is zero; in another case it is in a vacuum state represented by the homogeneous distribution

Tµν = Λgµν . Note that when Λ vanishes, the dynamics of the field is independent of the

global properties of the universe and it reduces to the massless Dirac equation

iγµ∇µΨ = 0

In the second case, the rest-of-the-universe induces on field Ψ the Heisenberg-Nambu-

Jona-Lasinio non-linear dynamics

iγµ∇µΨ− 2s (A+ iBγ5) Ψ = 0.

Such scenario shows a mechanism by means of which the rules of the microphysical world

depends on the global structure of the universe. It is not hard to envisage others situations

in which the above mechanism can be further applied.

VIII. APPENDIX: VACUUM STATE IN NON-LINEAR THEORIES

Although the cosmological constant was postulated from first principles, quantum field

theory gave a simple interpretation of Λ by its association to the fundamental vacuum state.

It is possible to describe its origin even classically as a consequence of certain special states

of matter. For instance, non linear theories produce classically a vacuum, defined by its

distribution of energy-momentum tensor provided by expression (1). Let us review very

briefly how this occurs in a specific example. We start by the standard definition of the

symmetric energy-momentum tensor as variation of the Lagrangian induced by variation of

the metric tensor, that is

Tµν =
2√−g

δL
√−g

δgµν
(103)
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In order to present a specific example, let us concentrate on the case of electromagnetic

field in which the Lagrangian depends only on the invariant F defined by

F ≡ Fµν F
µν

Then, the expression of the energy-momentum tensor is given by

Tµν = −4LF Fµ
α Fαν − Lgµν . (104)

where LF = ∂L/∂F represents the derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to the invariant

F. The corresponding equation of motion of the field is provided by

(LF F µν); ν = 0. (105)

where the symbol ; represents covariant derivative. This equation admits a particular solu-

tion when LF vanishes for non-null constant value F0 . When the system is in this state,

the corresponding expression of the energy-momentum tensor reduces to

Tµν = Λ gµν

where

Λ = L0.

The consequences of this state in Cosmology due to non linear theories of Electrodynamics

was revisited recently (see [9]). A by-product is the emergence of effective geometries that

mimics gravitational processes like, for instance, non-gravitational black holes or analogue

expanding universes in laboratory.
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We show that it is possible to go beyond the propagation aspects usually contemplated in the
analog models of gravity. Until this moment, the emergence of a metric appears in the description
of excitations around a given background solution or in the study of field discontinuities in the
geometrical optics regime. We now overcome some limitations of the above analogies and exhibit
the form of a Lagrangian that describes the dynamics of a self-interacting field ϕ as an interaction
between ϕ and its associated effective metric ĝ

µν
. In other words the non-linear equation of motion

of the field may be interpreted as the gravitational influence on ϕ by its own effective metric which,
in our scheme becomes an active partner of the dynamics of ϕ.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, intense activity on analogue gravity
has been developed [1].This was concentrated in non-
linear electrodynamics, acoustics, hydrodynamics, optics
inside media and various condensed matter systems. This
term (analog gravity) implies the description of distinct
physical processes as modifications of the metrical struc-
ture of the background space-time. Until now this anal-
ogy had been limited to perturbative aspects restricting
it to the propagation of excitations (photons and quasi-
particles) through a medium or a background field con-
figuration. In this paper we give the first example which
goes beyond this limitation describing dynamical features
of fields in terms of their respective effective metric1. The
main steps to achieve this result are the following:

• Consider a non linear field theory described in a
flat Minkowski background;

• Note that the propagation of the discontinuities of
the field yields the irruption of a second metric ĝµν

such that the path of the waves are null geodesics
in this effective geometry;

• There exists a special class of theories such that its
corresponding dynamics (which we will deserve the
name exceptional) can be described alternatively as
the gravitational interaction of the field in a given
curved geometry;

• The geometry of such gravitational space-time is
precisely the effective metric ĝµν .

Thus the claim of the present paper is that the self-
interaction described by exceptional dynamics is de-

∗M. Novello is Cesare Lattes ICRANet Professor: novello@cbpf.br
†egoulart@cbpf.br
1 We would like to stress that this dynamical aspect we are inves-
tigating has nothing to do with mimicking Einstein’s equations
through effective metrics.

scribed in an equivalent way as the gravitational interac-
tion of the field with its own effective metric.
For pedagogical reasons we limit our analysis here to

the case of non linear scalar fields. Generalization to the
case of other fields, like non-linear Electrodynamics will
be described elsewhere.

II. THE KINEMATICAL ANALOGY

Let us give a simple example. Consider a scalar field ϕ
propagating in a flat spacetime whose dynamics is pro-
vided by the non-linear Lagrangian [2],

L = L(w)

where

w ≡ ∂µϕ∂νϕηµν

is the canonical kinetical term. The equation of motion
for ϕ reads:

∂µ

(
Lw ∂νϕηµν

)
= 0 (1)

where Lw denotes the first derivative of L with respect to
w. By derivating the left hand side we obtain the explicit
form

Lw�ϕ+ 2Lww∂
µϕ∂νϕ∂µ∂νϕ = 0, (2)

with � ≡ ηµν∂µ∂ν . This constitutes a quasi-linear sec-
ond order partial differential equation for ϕ. We are in-
terested in evaluating the characteristic surfaces of wave
propagation in this theory. The most direct and elegant
way to pursue this goal is to use the Hadamard formalism
[3].
Let Σ be a surface of discontinuity of the scalar field

ϕ. The discontinuity of an arbitrary function f is given
by:

[f(x)]Σ = lim
ǫ→0+

(
f(x+ ǫ)− f(x− ǫ)

)
(3)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1102.1913v2
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The field ϕ and its first derivative ∂µϕ are continuous
across Σ, while the second derivative presents a disconti-
nuity:

[ϕ]Σ = 0, (4)

[∂µϕ]Σ = 0, (5)

[∂µ∂νϕ]Σ = kµkνξ(x), (6)

where kµ := ∂µΣ is the propagation vector and ξ(x) the
amplitude of the discontinuity. From the above condi-
tions we obtain that both Lw and Lww are continuous
functions across Σ. Using these discontinuity properties
in the equation of motion (2) it follows that only the
second order derivative terms contribute. We obtain the
relation

Lwη
µν [∂µ∂νϕ]Σ + 2Lww ∂µϕ∂νϕ [∂µ∂νϕ]Σ = 0. (7)

Thus, using Hadamard conditions it follows

kµkν

(
Lwη

µν + 2Lww∂
µϕ∂νϕ

)
= 0,

This equation suggests the introduction of the effective
metric defined by:

ĝµν := Lwη
µν + 2Lww∂

µϕ∂νϕ (8)

Thus there are two distinct metrics in this framework:
the Minkowskian ηµν that enters in the dynamics of the
field ϕ and the effective metric ĝµν that controls the prop-
agation of the waves. Note that, once the vector of dis-
continuity kµ is a gradient, discontinuities of the field ϕ
propagate through null geodesics in the effective metric
ĝµν , i.e.

ĝµνkα;µkν = 0, (9)

where “;” stands for the covariant derivative evaluated
with the effective metric. The inverse ĝµν of (8) is ob-
tained through the condition ĝµαĝαν = δµν :

ĝµν =
1

Lw
ηµν − 2Lww

Lw Ψ
∂µϕ∂νϕ, (10)

where we defined Ψ := Lw+2wLww. For latter reference
we note that the determinant of a mixed tensor T = Tα

β
may be expressed in terms of traces of its powers in the
form

− 4 detT = Tr(T4)− 4

3
Tr(T)Tr(T3)

− 1

2

(
Tr(T2)

)2
+ (Tr(T))

2
Tr(T2) (11)

− 1

6
(Tr(T))

4
. (12)

This is an immediate consequence of the Cayley-
Hamilton theorem. Applying this formula to the effective
metric (8) one obtains, after a straightforward calculation

√
−ĝ = L−2

w (1 + β w)−1/2, (13)

where we have defined β = 2Lww/Lw. Note that, the
square-root of the determinant is real only if the condi-
tion

1 + 2wLww/Lw > 0 (14)

is satisfied. This is the same as to guarantee the hiper-
bolicity of the equations of motion and henceforth the
existence of waves. Nevertheless, we remark that the
effective metric that controls the propagation of these
waves is not unique and is determined up to a conformal
factor. However, as it occurs in typical non-linear theory,
the dynamics is not conformal-invariant.

III. EXCEPTIONAL DYNAMICS

Let us note that the discontinuities of the field prop-
agate in a curved space-time, although the field ϕ is de-
scribed by a non-linear theory in Minkowski geometry
[4].
In the framework of general relativity it is the presence

of gravity that allows the existence of curvature in the ge-
ometry. This has led to the interpretation of the disper-
sion relation of non-linear fields in terms of an effective
metric as nothing but the simplification of its description,
that is, a matter of language.
At this point we face the following question: is it be

possible that among all non-linear theories one can select
a special class such that the dynamics of the field itself
is described in terms of the effective metric? That is,
is it be possible to unify the dynamics of the field with
the propagation of its waves such that just one metric
appeared?2

If this is possible, then we are in the presence of a field
that mimics a kind of gravitational interaction (coupling)
by means of its own equation of motion. In other words,
the equation of evolution of ϕ is equivalent to the grav-
itational interaction between ϕ and its effective metric.
This means that the equation of motion (1) can be writ-
ten under the equivalent form

�̂ϕ ≡ 1√
−ĝ

∂µ

(√
−ĝ ∂νϕ ĝµν

)
= 0. (15)

In general it is not possible to re-write the nonlinear equa-
tion (1) in the above form for an arbitrary lagrangian.
However, we will show next that there exist some special
situations where this implementation becomes feasible.
We first note the following relation

∂νϕĝ
µν = (Lw + 2wLww)∂νϕη

µν (16)

2 Note that this is not equivalent to the known property — that
occurs in hydrodynamics (and also in field theory) — that the
characteristic propagation of the field coincides with the char-
acteristic propagation of its perturbations (see appendix for a
detailed discussion).
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It then follows that the dynamics described by (1) and
(15) will be the same, provided the Lagrangian satisfies
the condition

Lw =
√
−ĝ(Lw + 2wLww). (17)

Using the expression for the determinant (13) the equiv-
alence is provided by the nonlinear differential equation
for the lagrangian

2wLww + Lw − L5
w = 0. (18)

We will call the system described by Lagrangians that
satisfies condition (18) as Exceptional Dynamics. In
other words, non-linear systems described by exceptional
dynamics may be alternatively interpreted as fields grav-
itationally coupled to its own effective geometry. Thus
the field and the corresponding waves agree in the inter-
pretation that the geometry of the space-time is given by
ĝµν .
Equation (18) is such that the first derivative of the

lagrangian with respect to w may be obtained explicitly.
Indeed, one obtains that

Lw = ± 1

(1− λw2)
1
4 ,

(19)

where λ is an arbitrary real positive constant. The gen-
eral solution of equation (18) may be obtained as an in-
finite series given by the hypergeometric function

L(w) = ±wHyp2F1

[
1

2
,
1

4
,
3

2
, λw2

]
. (20)

We note that this dynamics is such that the admissible
values of w are restricted to the domain w2 < λ. Thus,
the theory naturally avoids arbitrarily large values of the
kinematical term. Second, the lagrangian is a monotonic
function of w as an immediate consequence of equation
(19). Third, the theory admits the linear theory as a
limiting case for small values of w, as we will soon see.
Lastly, the resulting function is odd, i.e L(w) = L(−w).
A comparison between the exceptional lagrangian (20)

and the canonical linear lagrangian L = w is given in
figure I. From the plot we see that, in fact, the new the-
ory is described by a simple function that possess many
desirable features. We filled the space between the func-
tions to give a concrete idea of how they differ from each
other in this domain. Note that, although the maximum
difference happens in the boundaries w2 = λ, the ex-
ceptional lagrangian is very similar to the linear one for
small values of “w”.
It is instructive to expand the exceptional lagrangian

to obtain a clear idea of its behavior in terms of the
parameter λ. We obtain

L(w) = w +
λ

12
w3 +

λ2

32
w5 +

15λ3

896
w7 +O[x]9 (21)

w

LHwL

Exceptional

Linear

FIG. 1:

Comparison between linear and exceptional lagrangians.

Note that for small values of the constant, λ << 1 the
exceptional dynamics reduces to a cubic lagrangian3.
The linear theory is obviously recovered when λ = 0,
implying that both excitations (discontinuities) and field
dynamics are described by the same effective metric i.e.
ηµν .

IV. ANOTHER SIMPLE EXAMPLE

In the precedent section we examined the case in
which a self-interacting scalar field generates a geometri-
cal arena for its own propagation. The presence of an ef-
fective metric that controls the propagation of the discon-
tinuities of the field can be extended in such a way that
the original theory, describing the dynamics of the scalar
field in a flat Minkowski arena can be alternatively de-
scribed as the gravitational interaction of the field. Then
we have shown a non-expected result: the metric field
that describes this gravitational effect is nothing but the
same effective metric that controls the wave propagation.
In other words, our main achievement was to produce

a scenario where both the propagation of the field dis-
continuities and the field dynamics are controlled by the
same metric structure. The nonlinearities are such that
the equations in Minkowski space-time mimic the dy-
namics of a “free-field” embedded in a curved space-time
generated by the field itself.
Let us now provide another simple example of a phys-

ical system where the exceptional dynamics may be rel-
evant to real practical situations and may be used to

3 We could arrive at this result assuming from the beginning a
lagrangian in the vicinity of the linear theory of the form L(w) =
w + ǫf(w) with ǫ2 << ǫ and solving the simplified equation
wfww − 2fw = 0.
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investigate dynamical aspects of fields in curved space-
times. The basic system consists of Maxwell’s electrody-
namics inside (linear) dielectric medium in motion. The
quantities we will deal with consists in tensors Fµν and
Pµν and a normalized time-like vector field vµ(x) that
is ηµνv

µvν = 1 which represents the velocity field of the
material. We have

Fµν = Eµvν − Eνvµ + ηµν
αβvαBβ ,

Pµν = Dµvν −Dνvµ + ηµν
αβvαHβ .

We restrict our analysis to the case of isotropic constitu-
tive laws provided by

Dα = ǫ(x)Eα Bα = µ(x)Hα. (22)

The equations of motion are

Pµν
,ν = 0 F[µν,α] = 0, (23)

and the study of field discontinuities inside such material
leads to Gordon’s metric

ĝµν = ηµν + (µǫ− 1)vµvν .

Thus, the wave fronts inside an isotropic, heterogeneous
and linear material is described by a null vector kµ with
respect to the effective metric i.e. ĝµνkµkν = 0. Fur-
thermore, it is immediate to show that kµ is a geodesic
with respect to ĝµν . This result is well known and was
obtained several times in the literature of analog models,
enabling the study of kinematical aspects of fields in the
presence of gravitation. On the other hand, there exist
various situations, typical of certain class of materials,
where it is possible to go beyond this kinematical anal-
ogy. In these cases the field dynamics itself is described
by its dependence on the effective metric, as in the case
of exceptional dynamics.
In fact, using the determinant formula (11) it follows

that

ĝ ≡ det(ĝµν) = − 1

µǫ
. (24)

Also, from the definition of the effective metric we obtain
the identity

F̂µν ≡ ĝµαĝνβFαβ = µPµν . (25)

Using (24) and (25) simultaneously it is possible to write
the first of Maxwell equations (23) in the form

(
1

µ
F̂µν

)

,ν

= 0. (26)

In the case of impedance matched materials where the
ratio ǫ/µ is constant, we can re-write this equation in
the very suggestive form

(
√

−ĝ F̂µν),ν = 0, (27)

Finally the complete set of Maxwell equations (23) in this
medium can be written as

∇̂ν F̂
µν = 0 ∇̂[αF̂µν] = 0, (28)

where ∇̂α is the covariant derivative written in terms
of ĝµν . This means that the effective metric, that de-
scribes the characteristics, has an active part in the very
description of the field dynamics. This situation can be
used as a tool to investigate simultaneously kinematical
and dynamical aspects of fields interacting with gravity
in laboratories.

V. CONCLUSION

Let us summarize the novelty of our analysis in a broad
sense:

• For any field theory described on a Minkowski back-
ground by a non-linear Lagrangian L = L(w) the
discontinuity of ϕ propagates as null geodesics in
an effective metric ĝµν ;

• As such, the theory presents a duplicity of met-
rics: the field is described in flat Minkowski space-
time and its corresponding waves propagate as null
geodesics in a curved geometry;

• It is possible to unify the description of the dynam-
ics of ϕ in such a way that only one metric appears.
This is possible for those Lagrangians that repre-
sent exceptional dynamics;

• In this case, the self-interaction of ϕ is described
equivalently as if it were interacting minimally with
its own effective geometry, allowing the interpre-
tation in terms of an emergent gravitational phe-
nomenon.

The structure of the nonlinear equations of motion sug-
gests that the previous procedure can be adapted to other
structures like non linear electrodynamics in a moving di-
electric, vector and tensor field theories. We will develop
this idea in another paper.

VI. APPENDIX

In this appendix we would like to emphasize that the
possibility to describe the dynamics of scalar field as an
interaction with its own effective metric — and as such,
mimic gravitational interaction – is not valid for all types
of non-linear theory but only for a specific class – which
we called exceptional dynamics.
On the other hand, one should not confuse such prop-

erty with a generic one concerning the propagation of
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the discontinuities. Indeed, the condition of a given La-
grangian to describe an exceptional dynamics is com-
pletely independent of the known fact that the charac-
teristic propagation of the field is similar to the charac-
teristic propagation of its (linear) perturbations. That is
both discontinuities are guided by the same effective met-
ric ĝµν . Let us prove this.
The characteristic surfaces of the nonlinear equation of

motion (1) are obtained by the analysis of its discontinu-
ities. As we shown in a precedent section these surfaces
are such that

ĝµνkµkν = 0. (29)

with ĝµν given by (8). We now turn to a diferent ques-
tion. Let us consider a perturbation of the field ϕ, i.e.

ϕ → ϕ+ δϕ. (30)

If we linearize equation (1) around a given background
solution ϕ, retaining only first order terms in δϕ, then
what are the characteristic surfaces for the perturbation
δϕ? The linearized equations reads

(Lwη
µν + 2Lwwϕ

,µϕ,ν)δϕ,µ,ν + (31)

+ 2Lww(�ϕϕ,µ + 2ϕ,µ
,νϕ

,ν)δϕ,µ + (32)

+ 4Lwwwϕ,α,νϕ
,αϕ,νϕ,µδϕ,µ = 0 (33)

Applying Hadamard’s analysis to this new equation i.e.

[δϕ]Σ = 0, (34)

[∂µδϕ]Σ = 0, (35)

[∂µ∂νδϕ]Σ = kµkνξ(x), (36)

we obtain the well-known result that the perturbations
δϕ are governed by the same effective metric. Thus, the
characteristic propagation of the field is equivalent to the
characteristic propagation of its own disturbances. This
fact is valid for any theory and is totally independent of
the specification of the lagrangian.
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We show that non-linear dynamics of a scalar field ϕ may be described as a mod-

ification of the spacetime geometry. Thus, the self-interaction is interpreted as a

coupling of the scalar field with an effective gravitational metric that is constructed

with ϕ itself. We prove that this process is universal, that is, it is valid for arbi-

trary Lagrangian. Our results are compared to usual analogue models of gravitation,

where the emergence of a metric appears as a consequence of linear perturbation.

PACS numbers: 02.40.Ky, 04.20.Cv, 04.20.Gz

I. INTRODUCTION

Analogue gravity has become an active arena of relativistic physics in recent years. This

terminology involves the description of distinct physical processes in terms of an effective

modification of the metrical structure of a background space-time. The basic idea is to

investigate aspects of general relativity using systems that may be reproduced in the labo-

ratory or admit a simple geometrical interpretation of their physical features. The analogies

may encompass classical and quantum aspects of fields in curved spacetimes and has been

concentrated in studying artificial black holes, emergent spacetimes, effective signature tran-

sitions, breakdown of Lorentz invariance and quantum gravity phenomenology ( a complete

list of references can be found in [1] and [2]).

Until now, the analogies have focused only into perturbative aspects of the system. Hence,

it is restricted mainly to the propagation of excitations (photons or quasi-particles) through
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a given background configuration [3]-[12]. In this way, the relevant equations describe an

approximative solution that consider linearized fluctuations over a given background con-

figuration. The evolution of these perturbations is always governed by an effective metric

which could be associated to a specific gravitational configurations. By “specific” it is un-

derstood that only aspects of test fields propagating in a given gravitational background are

considered i.e all effects due to gravitational back-reaction should be negligible (see [13] for

a pedagogical exposition). We note that in this scheme only perturbations “perceive” the

effective metric.

However, the effective metric is not a typical and exclusive component of perturbative

phenomena, intimately associated to linearization on top of a background. Indeed, as we

shall prove in this paper, we claim that it is possible to describe the dynamics of scalar field

ϕ in terms of an emergent geometrical configuration. Then we may interpret the equation

of motion as if ϕ is embedded in an effective curved structure generated by itself. This

accomplish a new geometrization scheme for the dynamics of ϕ.

In a recent communication [14], two of us have shown that it is possible to go beyond

some of the linearized approximations in the case of a scalar field. This means that there

exist a special situation such that the nonlinear equation of motion of ϕ can be described

equivalently as a field propagating in a curved spacetime. Our previous result was restricted

only to a unique lagrangian, which was given in terms of an infinite series of powers of w,

where w = γµν∂µϕ∂νϕ.

In the present paper we give a step ahead and show that our previous result is much

broader and constitutes a general property of any self-interacting relativistic scalar field.

Our fundamental claim may be summarized as:

• The dynamics of a relativistic scalar field endowed with a lagrangian L(w, ϕ) can be

described as if ϕ interacts minimally with an emergent metric constructed solely in

terms of ϕ and its derivatives.

It is important to emphasize that our result is completely independent of any process of

linearization and does not rely on any kind of approximation. In the particular case of

excitations on top of a given background solution, our scheme furnishes a recipe to re-

obtain all the usual results typical to analogue models after a straightforward linearization

procedure. In addition, we discuss how the back-reaction issue is connected to our results.
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In the next section, we summarize the common knowledge in analogue models stressing

some of the points that might help to distinguish our result. In section III we develop

the geometrization of the dynamics of any scalar non-linear field. Section IV is devoted to

analyze the back-reaction issue, while in section V we connect our result with the description

of hydrodynamical fluids.

II. EFFECTIVE GEOMETRIES: A BRIEF REVIEW

In this section we briefly review some well known results and approximations concerning

the effective metric technique. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider a relativistic real

scalar field ϕ propagating in a flat Minkowski spacetime with a nonlinear dynamics provided

by the action [15]

S =

∫

L(ϕ,w)
√−γ d4x

where w ≡ γµν∂µϕ∂νϕ is the canonical kinetic term and γ = det(γµν) is the determinant of

the metric in arbitrary curvilinear coordinates. The equation of motion immediately reads

(

Lw ∂νϕγµν
)

;µ
=

1

2
Lϕ (1)

where LX denotes the first derivative of L with respect to the variable X and “;” means

covariant derivative with respect to γµν . This is a quasi-linear second order partial differential

equation for ϕ of the form [16]

ĝαβ (x, ϕ, ∂ϕ) ∂α∂βϕ+ F (x, ϕ, ∂ϕ) = 0, (2)

where F (x, ϕ, ∂ϕ) stands for terms depending only on the curvilinear coordinates x, the

field ϕ and its first derivatives ∂ϕ. A straightforward calculation shows that the object ĝαβ

can be expressed as

ĝµν ≡ Lwγ
µν + 2Lww∂

µϕ∂νϕ (3)

and determines the principal part of the equation of motion i.e. the part that involves the

higher order derivative terms. In what follows we discuss how the ĝαβ may be associated to

the contravariant components of a riemannian effective spacetime. Let us note that there

exists two complementary aspects of this association. In a typical condensed matter system,

these aspects may be identified respectively with the geometrical and physical regimes of

acoustics.
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A. Ray propagation

The first aspect that may be rephrased in terms of an effective spacetime occurs in the

realm of geometrical optics approximation. Although the main part of this discussion may

be elegantly stated in terms of Hadamard’s formalism of discontinuities [17, 18], we develop

our arguments in the context of the eikonal approximation. The aim of the approximation

is to evaluate the characteristic surfaces of the nonlinear equation (1). The basic idea is to

consider a continuous solution ϕ0 of (1) and a family of approximated wavelike solutions of

the form [19]

ϕ(x) = ϕ0(x) + αf(x)exp(iS(x)/α), (4)

where α is a real parameter and both the amplitude f(x) and the phase S(x) are continuous

functions. As long as, by assumption, both ϕ(x) and ϕ0(x) satisfy (1), in the limit of a

rapidly varying phase, which is equivalent to take α → 0, we find the dispersion relation

ĝαβkαkβ = 0 (5)

with kµ ≡ S,µ and ĝαβ being evaluated at the solution ϕ0. This is the eikonal equation, it

constitutes a first order nonlinear PDE for S(x) and determines the causal structure of the

theory [20]. Now, suppose that the matrix ĝαβ is invertible, i.e. there exist ĝµν such that

ĝµαĝαν = δµν . Defining its covariant derivative such that ĝαβ||ν=0, we obtain that, once the

vector kµ is a gradient, the following equation holds

ĝµνkα||µkν = 0 . (6)

The above result allows one to interpret the rays describing the perturbations of the scalar

field as if they were propagating as null geodesics in the effective metric ĝµν i.e. the effective

metric determines the causal structure of field excitations. Thus, there exist two distinct

metrics in this framework: the background Minkowskian γµν that enters in the dynamics

of the field ϕ and the effective metric ĝµν that controls the propagation of rays in the

geometrical optics limit.

Given that both equations (5) and (6) are invariant under conformal transformations,

we obtain that kα is a null geodesic with respect to any metric proportional to the effective

metric as it was defined in (3). Thus, there is a degeneracy of metrics in the sense that any

metric conformally related to ĝµν equally describes the evolution of rays. One may conve-

niently choose one of the above metrics to investigate ray propagation in curved spacetimes.
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This conformal freedom works only for the perturbations in the geometrical optics limit. As

we will see below, it cannot be implemented in the next aspect of analogue gravity, namely,

when we consider wave-like propagation.

B. Wave propagation

The second type of analogy with gravitational physics comes from a relaxation of the

geometrical optics limit. In other words, we shall look for the dynamics of an arbitrary first

order field perturbations δϕ and show that they satisfy a wave-like equation in an effective

curved manifold. To do so, we again consider a continuous solution ϕ0 of the equation

(1) and seek for the equation that governs the evolution of the perturbations around this

background solution, i.e

ϕ = ϕ0 + δϕ with δϕ2 ≪ δϕ . (7)

As has been shown sometimes in the literature (see, for instance, [22], [21]), a straightfor-

ward calculation yields a Klein-Gordon-like equation in an effective spacetime whose metric

f̂µν is determined by the background configuration ϕ0. Inserting the above ansatz in (1)

and keeping only terms up to first order in δϕ, we can recast the equation of motion for the

perturbation as

�f̂ δϕ+m2
effδϕ = 0 (8)

where we defined the effective metric f̂µν and the effective mass term meff as

f̂µν = L−2
w (1 + βw)−1/2ĝµν , with β ≡ 2Lww/Lw (9)

m2
eff ≡ L−2

w (1 + βw)−1/2

[

Lϕϕww − 1

2
Lϕϕ +

∂ĝαβ

∂ϕ
ϕ,α;β

]

. (10)

Inasmuch we are dealing with more than one metric, we though it would be conveniently to

introduce a notation to specify with which metric tensor the d’Alembertian is constructed,

i.e. we define the notation

�f̂ δϕ ≡ 1
√

−f̂

(

√

−f̂ f̂µνδϕ,µ),ν . (11)

Note that both the effective metric and the effective mass should be evaluated with the

background solution ϕ0(x), leading to a linear equation for the perturbation δϕ. Thus, the
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perturbation propagates as a massive scalar field in an effective emergent spacetime that

makes no reference to the perturbation itself. We stress that this result is valid for all

sufficiently small excitation and has nothing to do with the frequency of the wave. Both

sections IIA and IIB deal with approximations. Nevertheless they are complementary in

the sense that in the optical regime one considers only waves with small amplitudes and

very short wave-length (very high frequency) while in the other the amplitude is made very

small letting the frequency be completely arbitrarily.

III. GEOMETRIZATION OF FIELD DYNAMICS

So far we have treated only perturbative aspects of propagation. From now on we are

going to investigate the relation between the full equation of motion (1) and the effective

metric seen by its excitations. Thus, we want to address the question of whether it is possible

that both the perturbation and the field itself propagate in a similar emergent scenario. Note

that this is exactly the case for linear theories, i.e. for linear scalar field theory both the

field and its excitations propagate in the same background metric, namely the Minkowskian

spacetime.

A non-trivial situation appears when one considers non-linear theories. In [14] it was

shown that for a non-linear theory given by a specific lagrangian the dynamics of the scalar

field and its perturbations can be described as if they both were immersed in an effective

curved spacetime. Thus, as it happens in General Relativity, one can define a unique rieman-

nian metric that interacts with everything (in this case the scalar field and its excitations)

and characterizes a common background.

The novelty of the present work is that the above mentioned result is actually general. In

other words, for any non-linear scalar theory one can define a riemannian metric tensor which

provides the geometrical structure “seen” by the field. Therefore, there exist an effective

spacetime “generated” by the non-linearity of the scalar field dynamics which will prescribe

how this field propagates. A direct proof of our claim can be summarized in the following

theorem.

Theorem 1 Any scalar non-linear theory described by the lagrangian L(w, ϕ) is equivalent

to the field ϕ propagating in an emergent spacetime with metric ĥµν(ϕ, ∂ϕ) and a suitable
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source j(ϕ, ∂ϕ), both constructed explicitly in terms of the field and its derivatives. Fur-

thermore, in the optical limit, the wave vectors associated with its perturbations follow null

geodesics in the same ĥµν(ϕ, ∂ϕ) metric.

Proof:

The equation of motion (1) describing the scalar field can be written as

1√−γ
∂µ

(√−γ Lw ∂νϕγµν
)

=
1

2
Lϕ .

We define the effective metric constructed with the lagrangian L(w, ϕ), the Minkowskian

metric γµν and the scalar field ϕ

ĥµν ≡ Lw√
1 + βw

(

γµν −
β

1 + βw
ϕ,µϕ,ν

)

, with β ≡ 2Lww/Lw. (12)

As a consequence of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, the determinant of a mixed tensor T =

T α
β may be decomposed as a sum of traces of its powers in the form

detT = −1

4
Tr

(

T4
)

+
1

3
Tr (T) .T r

(

T3
)

+
1

8
Tr

(

T2
)2 − 1

4
Tr (T)2 .T r

(

T2
)

+
1

24
Tr (T)4 .

Thus, the determinant of the ĥµν is given by
√

−ĥ =
L2
w

(1 + βw)3/2
√−γ . (13)

Supposing that Lw 6= 0, the inverse is given through the relation ĥµαĥαν = δµν , i.e.

ĥµν ≡
√
1 + βw

Lw
(γµν + βϕ,µϕ,ν) . (14)

Therefore, a straightforward calculation shows that

ĥµν∂νϕ =
(1 + βw)3/2

Lw
γµν∂νϕ . (15)

Finally using the above relations, the equation of motion for the scalar field can be recast

as

1
√

−ĥ
∂µ(

√

−ĥ ĥµν∂νϕ) =
Lϕ

2L2
w

(1 + βw)3/2 . (16)

Note that the left-hand side of this equation is nothing but the d’Alembertian constructed

with the effective metric ĥµν . Also, the right hand-side does not involve more than the field

and its first derivative. Using the same notation presented in relation (11) we obtain

�ĥϕ = j(ϕ, ∂ϕ), (17)
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where we have defined the effective source term as

j(ϕ, ∂ϕ) ≡ Lϕ

2L2
w

(1 + βw)3/2 . (18)

The last step of our proof is straightforward once we realize that ĥµν and ĝµν are confor-

mally related, indeed

ĥµν =
L2
w√

1 + βw
ĝµν .

Recalling that equations (5) and (6) are conformally invariant, we can without further

calculation write

ĥαβkαkβ = 0 (19)

ĥµνkα||µkν = 0 , (20)

and hence completing our proof showing that in the optical limit the wave vectors follow

null geodesics in the ĥµν metric.

Let us make some comments about what we have done. The novelty is that we have con-

structed an effective geometrical scenario to describe the dynamics of a nonlinear field and

not just its perturbations. Thus, we are somehow generalizing previous results concerning

analogue models of gravitation. In another way, we can rephrased the above statement as

follows: it is impossible to distinguish between a nonlinear field propagating in a Minkowski

spacetime and the same field interacting minimally with an effective gravitational configu-

ration ĥµν , constructed in terms of ϕ.

In the particular case of a theory where the lagrangian does not depend explicitly on

ϕ, i.e. L(w), equation (17) reduces to a “free” wave propagating in a curved spacetime

generated by itself

�ĥϕ = 0 .

We should mention that the term free field has a peculiar meaning in this context. The

effective metric is constructed with the scalar field ϕ, therefore, the above free Klein-Gordon

equation is actually a complicated non-linear equation for ϕ. Notwithstanding, general

relativity presents a very similar situation since besides the Klein-Gordon equation in curved

spacetime, i.e. an intricate coupling between the metric and the scalar field, there is also

Einstein’s equations which describe how the scalar field modifies the spacetime metric. Thus,

in GR the spacetime metric also depends on the scalar field in a non-trivial way. Of course,
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we can consider approximative situations where we truncate this back-reaction process and

consider only the dynamics of the scalar field in a given spacetime that does not depends on

its configuration. We shall examine this approximative situation in some details in section

IV.

Another point worth emphasizing is that it is the non-linearity in the kinetic term that

produces the effective metric. If we consider algebraic non-linearities such that L(w, ϕ) =

w + V (ϕ) with V (ϕ) any function of the scalar field, the effective metric trivialize to the

Minkowskian metric. Thus, it is the non-linearity in w that it is essential to generate the

curved effective spacetime.

Finally, to make connection with previous results concerning exceptional dynamics [14],

we mention that the unique lagrangian found in that work is recovered if one requires

equation (14) to be equal to (3), which amounts to a differential equation for the lagrangian.

IV. ADDRESSING THE BACK-REACTION ISSUE

Quantum field theory in curved spacetimes has been intensively investigated from the per-

spective of analogue gravity. The idea is to use a semi-classical approach where a physical

situations can be approximated by a classical background field plus small quantum fluctua-

tions satisfying linearized equations. Thus, the analogy only holds if we consider quantum

effects where the gravitational back-reaction is negligible, i.e. the equations are essentially

kinematics. An important discussion concerns the accurate description of these quantum

fluctuations onto the dynamics of the classical background solution. Although there exist

some recent attempts to include these semi-classical back-reactions in the analogue grav-

ity program (see, for instance [23]), little has been said about this issue from its classical

counterpart.

From the perspective of general relativity the back-reaction is basically the following.

Classically, matter fields influence gravitation via its energy momentum tensor. Thus, any

disturbance of the matter configuration immediately implies a modification of its background

geometry. In this highly nonlinear process one has to take into account these altered metric

back into the matter equations of motion. However, the situation is not so simple since

the perturbed metric by itself depends on the perturbed field in a nontrivial way due to

Einstein’s equations.
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A very similar back-reaction process is included in our hidden metric perspective. To see

how this works, let us suppose that we do know an exact continuous solution ϕ0 of equation

(17). The system behaves as a wave equation evolving in a metric ĥµν
0 (14) with source j0

(18), both evaluated at ϕ0. Now, suppose that we disturb this solution, i.e. we have a new

scalar field and an associated metric in the form

ϕ1 = ϕ0 + δϕ (21)

ĥµν
1 = ĥµν

0 + δĥµν (22)

As a consequence of theorem 1, the following equations results

�ĥ0
ϕ0 = j(ϕ0, ∂ϕ0) , �ĥ1

ϕ1 = j(ϕ1, ∂ϕ1). (23)

Thus, ϕ0 and ϕ1 propagates as waves associated to different metric structures. This happens

because the disturbance of the background solution ϕ0 implies a simultaneous disturbance

of the background metric ĥµν
0 .

If we assume that the perturbations are infinitesimal, i.e. δϕ2 << δϕ, we obtain, up to

first order, the linear equation

[

δ

(√

−ĥ ĥµν

)

ϕ0,ν +

√

−ĥ0 ĥµν
0 δϕ,ν

]

,µ

= j0 δ

√

−ĥ +

√

−ĥ0 δj (24)

where all the background quantities depend only on position and all the perturbed quantities

δj and δĥµν are to be written in terms of δϕ and its derivatives δϕ,α, i.e.

δĥµν =
∂ĥµν

∂ϕ
δϕ+

∂ĥµν

∂ϕ,α
δϕ,α, δj =

∂j

∂ϕ
δϕ+

∂j

∂ϕ,α
δϕ,α. (25)

Using the usual relation between the variation of the determinant and the variation of the

metric

δ

√

−ĥ = −1

2

√

−ĥ ĥαβ δĥαβ (26)

we obtain, after a tedious but straightforward calculation, that equation (24) is simply the

well known Klein-Gordon-like equation in a given curved background (8)

�f̂δϕ+m2δϕ = 0 (27)

where both the metric f̂µν and the mass term m2 are calculated with respect to the ϕ0

configuration. This expression is exactly the same as that discussed in section IIB, which is
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by no means a coincidence. Once eq. (17) is completely equivalent to (1), the perturbations

(21) must coincide with the previous perturbative approach (7). Nevertheless, note that in

order to obtain this last result, it is indispensable to include the variation of the background

metric. This characterizes a process that is similar to a gravitational back-reaction. The

background metric f̂µν that rules the motion of perturbations δϕ may be obtained in terms

of the metric ĥµν that rules the motion of the whole field ϕ evaluated at the background

configuration, up to first order as

f̂µν =
[

(1 + βw)−1ĥµν
]

ϕ0

(28)

It is interesting to notice that f̂µν and ĥµν are related by a simple conformal transforma-

tion. We thus recover all the previous linearized results concerning field theory in curved

spacetimes. In the limit of a wave-length sufficiently small we re-obtain also the eikonal

approximation discussed in section IIA.

V. EXAMPLE: THE GEOMETRY OF HYDRODYNAMIC FLOWS

It is well known that any theory of the form L(w, ϕ) with a timelike gradient ∂µϕ (w > 0)

may be alternatively described as an effective hydrodynamic flow [24]-[25]. In this section

we would like to apply our method to describe such a relativistic fluid. We restrict ourselves

to the case of an irrotational barotropic flow which has only one degree of freedom i.e. can

be described by a single scalar field. The particular situation where the lagrangian does

not depend explicitly on ϕ gives rise to a hydrodynamical flow with conserved number of

particles [26],[28] and [25]. We will investigate this simplified configuration in what follows.

First, note that the energy momentum tensor of a scalar field with a lagrangian that is

not an explicit function of ϕ, i.e. L(w) is given by

Tµν ≡ 2√−γ

δ
√−γL

δγµν
= 2Lwϕ,µϕ,ν − Lγµν . (29)

Assuming that w > 0 we can define a normalized timelike congruence of observers co-

moving with the fluid

vµ =
∂µϕ√
w

(30)

the vorticity of which wαβ ≡ v[µ ;ν] is identically zero. Thus, we identify the scalar ϕ with a

velocity potential. Furthermore, the timelike constraint on ∂µϕ implies that the anisotropic
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pressure πµν and the heat-flux vector qµ identically vanish. Thus, the energy momentum

tensor (29) describes a perfect fluid with energy density ρ and pressure p given by the

relations

ρ = 2Lww − L, p = L. (31)

Note that it is possible to write the pressure as a function of the energy density, thus

yielding a barotropic equation of state given by p(ρ). We define for future convenience the

velocity of sound, particle density and enthalpy respectively as

c2s ≡
∂p

∂ρ
=

1

1 + βw
, n ≡ exp

∫

dρ

ρ+ p
=

√
wLw , µ ≡ ρ+ p

n
= 2

√
w . (32)

The dynamical equations governing the motion of a perfect fluid are immediately obtained

by projecting the conservation law T µν
;ν = 0

ρ̇+ (ρ+ p)θ = 0

p,α P
α
µ + (ρ+ p)aµ = 0

where Pµν ≡ gµν − vµvν is the projector, θ ≡ vµ;µ the expansion scalar and aµ ≡ vµ;νv
ν

the acceleration four-vector. In the case under investigation all the physical quantities that

appear in the above equations depend explicitly on the field ϕ and its derivatives. Thus,

these equations are not independent. On the other side, calculating explicitly the divergence

of the energy-momentum tensor directly from its definition (29) we obtain

T µν
;ν = ϕ,µ(Lwγ

αβϕ,α);β = 0 . (33)

Thus, the conservation of the fluid’s energy-momentum is nothing but equation (1) with

Lϕ = 0. Consequently, our theorem guarantees that the fluid flow may be described as an

effective wave equation of the form �ĥϕ = 0. Using relations (32) the effective metric finally

reads

ĥµν =
µ

2ncs

[

γµν + (c−2
s − 1)vµvν

]

. (34)

Summarizing:

• the dynamics of a relativistic perfect fluid with a barotropic equation of state is such

that its velocity potential evolves as a wave embedded in an emergent curved manifold

generated by the wave itself.
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A similar metric was first obtained by Moncrief [29] in studying spherical accretion of

matter onto a non-rotating black hole. Recently, a similar result was obtained by Vikman

in the context of k-essence theories [24]. Nevertheless, both investigations were restricted to

the case of non-gravitating fluid perturbations, i.e. acoustic propagation. In our scheme, all

these previous results may be obtained using the metric f̂µν instead of ĥµν . Here, the effective

spacetime governs not only the sound cone of fluid excitations (characteristic surfaces) but

also fluid dynamics itself.

Note that the converse is also true. Any fluid may be mapped into a lagrangian of the

form L(w). To see what lagrangian corresponds to a given p = f(ρ) it is convenient to invert

the barotropic equation to obtain ρ = f−1(p). Now, relations (31) implies the differential

equation

2w
dL

dw
= L+ f−1(L) . (35)

For a given fluid, in general, there is a lagrangian L(w) which is a solution of the above

equation. In this scenario, fluids with constant equation of state which are very popular in

cosmology, i.e. p = λρ with λ constant, are simply power law solutions

L(w) =
2λ

1 + λ
w(1+λ)/2λ ⇒ p = λρ,

which gives rise to the effective metric

ĥµν
(λ) =

κλ

ρ(1−λ)/(1+λ)

[

γµν +
αλ

ρ2λ/(1+λ)
vµvν

]

(36)

with

κλ =
1√
λ

(

1 + λ

2

)(1−λ)/(1+λ)

, αλ =
1− λ

λ

(

2

1 + λ

)2λ/(1+λ)

.

This last result implies that the scalar field ϕ governing the flow of any perfect fluid

may be entirely described in terms of an effective metric generated by itself. It would be

interesting to apply our scheme to the study of these fluids in the context of cosmology. We

shall exemplify with a simplified newtonian limit described in the appendix.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated the relation between the equation of motion of a

relativistic self-interacting field with a wave propagating in a curved spacetime. We have
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shown that for any theory of the form L(w, ϕ) there always exist a spacetime endowed with a

metric ĥµν such that both above mentioned dynamics are equivalent. Hence, the dynamics of

the non-linear theory can be described as a minimal coupling with an emergent gravitational

metric constructed with the scalar field and its derivatives. The novelty of our analysis is

that geometrization is an universal process, i.e. it is valid for an arbitrary lagrangian. As a

concrete application, due to the fact that there is a formal equivalence between a scalar field

and an ideal barotropic fluid, we used our geometrization scheme to describe the evolution

of an irrotational hydrodynamical flow.

As long as our result does not rely on any kind of approximation, typical to effective metric

techniques, we hope that it can shed light and open new perspectives for the analogue gravity

program. In particular, it would be very interesting to investigate further consequences of

our formalism in the intricate semi-classical back-reaction or field quantization.

We suspect that our analysis might be generalized to describe other kinds of nonlinear

fields such as spinors, vector or tensors. We will come back to this discussion elsewhere.

VII. APPENDIX I: HYDRODYNAMICS WITH NEWTONIAN

APPROXIMATION

Analogue models with fluids in the non-relativistic regime has been extensively studied

due to its valuable applications. As a typical example, there is the case of the so-called

acoustic black holes [3], [5] in which the sound wave disturbances in an accelerated fluid

mimic the propagation of light in a curved space-time. When the velocity of the background

flow reaches the speed of sound characteristic of this medium a sonic horizon is created

trapping the sound just as gravitational black hole traps light inside the event horizon.

These models have opened a promising avenue to study important aspects of physics in

curved spacetimes such as Hawking’s radiation or some phenomenological corrections coming

from quantum gravitation [10].

In order to find a newtonian approximation of our results presented in Section V, we

should take the limit where the velocity field vµ goes to vµ = (1, ~v), where |~v| << 1, and

the energy density is much higher than the pressure so that n → ρ and µ → 1. In this case,

the effective metric reads,

ĥµν → 1

2ρcs

(

c2sη
µν + vµvν

)

, (37)
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but, as shown before, excitations of the fluid (phonons) propagate along null geodesics in a

conformal metric given by equation (28), i.e.

f̂µν =
1

2ρcs











1
... vj

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
vi

... (−c2sδ
ij + vivj)











, (38)

this is the same result obtained in that models (up to some definitions such as the space-time

signature). Therefore, from our geometrization of hydrodynamics, we can also get the usual

non-relativistic fluid models.
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A proposal for the origin of the neutrino magnetic moment
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We propose a new form of contribution for the anomalous magnetic moment of all particles. This
common origin is displayed in the framework of the recent treatment of electrodynamics, called
Dynamical Bridge Method, and its corresponding introduction of an electromagnetic metric which
has no gravitational character. This electromagnetic metric constitutes a universal process perceived
by all bodies, charged or not charged. As such it yields automatically a conclusive explanation for
the existence of a magnetic moment for the neutrino.

PACS numbers: 03.50.-z, 13.40.Em, 14.60.-z, 14.60.St.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we argue that the magnetic moment of
any particle is compound of two very distinct parts: the
standard one that depends on the charge of the parti-
cle (and consequently, from dimensional analysis, is in-
versely proportional to the corresponding mass); and an-
other part (the metrical magnetic moment) that depends
linearly on the mass. This second part – which is many
orders of magnitude lower than the standard one, as we
shall see – is common for all particles and does not de-
pend on the charge. We shall argue that part of the
anomalous magnetic moment of the electron (and others
particles) is due to the metrical magnetic moment. We
analyze the specific case of the neutrino to exemplify this.
Although neutrino does not have a standard magnetic

moment, once it has no charge, there have been investiga-
tions concerning the possibility that beyond the standard
model neutrino could have an effective magnetic one [1],
[2], [3] and [4]. For any charged particle the magnetic
moment (µ) is inversely proportional to the correspond-
ing mass. However in the case of neutrino ν it has been
suggested that µν depends linearly on its mass. Such
strange dependence is a consequence of the way the neu-
trino magnetic moment was introduced. The purpose of
the present work is to suggest a new way to understand
the origin of such magnetic moment which also depends
linearly on the mass of the neutrino.

II. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC DYNAMICAL

BRIDGE

In a recent work [5] it was shown that the linear
Maxwell electrodynamics described in a flat Minkowski
background is dynamically equivalent to the Born-Infeld
theory in a curved space-time endowed with an associated

∗M. Novello is Cesare Lattes ICRANet Professor
†Electronic address: novello@cbpf.br
‡Electronic address: eduhsb@cbpf.br

metric q̂µν . In other words, there is a Dynamical Bridge
relating these two theories in such a way that they are
distinct representations of one and the same dynamics.
This means that any solution of the former will be also
a solution of the latter, which is given in terms of a pre-
scribed map. This highly nontrivial task only becomes
possible if the metric of the space-time depends explicitly
on the electromagnetic field. Due to the algebraic struc-
ture of the electromagnetic two-form Fµν and its dual,
there exist a kind of closure relation that allows the ex-
istence of this mapping, thus generating a “Dynamical
Bridge” (DB) between the two paradigmatic theories.
The price payed is to leave the Minkowski background
ηµν and go to a specific curved space-time q̂µν that is
constructed solely in terms of the background metric and
the electromagnetic fields. We call DB the mapping that
implements such a modification of representation. The
complete recipe of the map and the corresponding dis-
cussion of its properties was made in the quoted paper
[5]. At first sight this procedure may appears as a simple
mathematical tool. However we shall use this equivalence
in order to reveal new physics. Let us first of all make a
short resume of the proposal of the DB.
Let a field Fµν be defined in a flat Minkowski geometry

ηµν and satisfying Maxwell equation of motion. It is
straightforward to show that this field satisfy the Born-
Infeld dynamics, that is,

∂ν

(√− q̂

Û
(F̂µν − 1

4 β2
Ĝ F̂ ∗µν)

)

= 0, (1)

in a curved space-time endowed with the electromagnetic
metric defined as

q̂µν ≡ a ηµν + bΦµν , (2)

where q̂ is the determinant of the metric q̂µν and

Φµν ≡ Fµα Fα
ν .

The coefficients a and b are given functions of the in-
variants F ≡ Fµν F

µν and G ≡ Fµν F ∗
µν chosen in such

a way to make both dynamics equivalent. All quantities
with a hat are raised and lowered with the q̂µν metric. In

http://arxiv.org/abs/1111.2347v1
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particular, the invariants F̂ and Ĝ are constructed with
the q̂µν metric1.

In the case F ≪ β2, as it was shown in [5] the metric
can be approximated as

q̂µν ≈ ηµν +
1

2 β2
φµν . (3)

In this paper we shall examine only this case.

Henceforth we will call MM-representation when one
chooses to describe electromagnetic effects in the stan-
dard Maxwell linear theory in the flat Minkowski space-
time. On the other hand, when one chooses to take the
dynamical bridge approach and describe the same effects
in the Born-Infeld non-linear theory in a curved space-
time driven by the metric q̂µν it will be called the Q̂-
representation. Let us emphasize that these representa-
tions describe one and the same dynamics.

III. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC METRIC

The presence of a curved structure of the space-time in
the realm of electromagnetic fields can be an important
theoretical instrument of analysis only if one introduces
a prescription of how matter can perceives this geometry.
The question is: how matter interacts with the electro-
magnetic metric? In order to explore this metric formu-
lation we have to generalize it to deal with the presence
of matter. At this point we propose the natural idea that
all kind of particles, charged or not, interacts with

the q̂µν in one and same way. The simplest mode to
realize this is by using the minimal coupling principle.
Let us examine the specific case of spinorial fields (e.g.
the neutrino and the electron) to investigate what kind
of new effects one can envisage within this metrical sce-
nario.

This extended dynamical bridge concerns the behavior
of all kind of matter. In the Q̂-representation the assump-
tion of complete democracy – that is, the idea that any
kind of charged-or-not matter lives in the Q̂-geometry
– must have an equivalence in the Maxwell-Minkowski
(MM) representation. The equation of motion of the
neutrino that includes the metric effects of the electro-
magnetic geometry must have an equivalence in the MM-
representation; one has to accept that in this representa-
tion there should exists an extra term in the Lagrangian
which is the analogue of the q̂µν -metric coupling. For
instance, the role of the parameter β that appears in the
Q̂-representation becomes in the MM-representation the
ratio between the magnetic moment of any particle and
its corresponding mass, as it will be shown latter on.

1 See the appendix to find the definition of quantities that appear
in this expression, like Û and others.

IV. MINIMAL COUPLING PRINCIPLE

Let us describe electromagnetic effects in the Q̂-
representation. We can explore the dynamical equiva-
lence displayed by the DB and envisage an extended way
to couple any matter with the electromagnetic field. In
the traditional way only charged matter is able to couple
directly to the electromagnetic field. However, the mod-
ification of the metric structure due to the presence of
the electromagnetic field allows a new possibility that we
will explore.
The equivalence between Maxwell dynamics in a flat

space-time and Born-Infeld theory was shown by con-
sidering only the free field. We extend this equivalence
by assuming that matter coupling to the EM field can
be described either in the MM-representation or in the
q̂µν framework. Let us investigate the consequences of

the analysis in the Q̂-representation. We start by noting
that there are two possible forms of the interaction of
matter with EM field, that is

• through the potential Aµ;

• through the metric tensor q̂µν .

Once this second form was not considered before, we con-
centrate here only in the second way of interaction. Let
us point out that the existence of the electromagnetic
geometry has further consequences only if this geometry
is perceived for all kind of matter. We are then led to
state an apparently counter-intuitive assertion: every sin-
gle body lives in the electromagnetic geometry q̂µν . This
means that a particle can couple to the electromagnetic
field without having electric charge. To be precise: if a
particle has a charge it couples with the electromagnetic
field through the standard channel via the potential Aµ.
This happens only for the class of bodies that are named
charged. On the other hand all particles (charged or not)
interacts with the electromagnetic geometry in an unique
and same way. Let us see the observational consequences
of this.

V. COUPLING THE NEUTRINO TO THE

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

In the case of neutrino that does not have a charge,
there is only the metric way to couple directly to the
electromagnetic field. Let us apply the minimal coupling
principle in this case.
In the electromagnetic metric we define the associated

γ̂α matrices by

γ̂µγ̂ν + γ̂ν γ̂µ = 2 q̂µν 1, (4)

where 1 is the identity in the associated Clifford algebra.
From the equation (3) we obtain2

2 The most general expression of the γ̂µ in terms of the constant
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γ̂µ = γµ − 1

4 β2
φµ

αγ
α. (5)

Therefore, the evolution equation for the spinor field be-
comes

i~cγ̂µ∇̂µ Ψ−mc2 Ψ = 0, (6)

where the covariant derivative is given in terms of the
Christoffel symbol constructed with the electromagnetic
metric and the internal connection is provided by the
Fock-Ivanenko coefficients obtained from the Riemannian
condition

∇̂µ γ̂
ν = [Vµ, γ̂

ν ], (7)

where Vµ is an element of the associated Clifford algebra.
In the absence of any kind of matter the commutator that
appears in the right-hand-side vanishes. However when
matter of any kind exists then Vµ depends on both the
electromagnetic field and on the properties of the matter
field and is provided by

Vµ =
mc

~

Fµν

β
γ̂ν .

Note that (7) is the general condition that allows the ge-
ometry to be Riemannian [6], that is the covariant deriva-

tive of the metric vanishes: ∇̂α q̂µν = 0.
Using these expressions and (3) into the equation of

motion of Ψ it becomes

i ~c γµ∂µ Ψ+ i
mc2

β
Fµν σ

µν Ψ−mc2Ψ = 0, (8)

where σµν = 1/2 (γµγν − γνγµ).
We note that the net effect of the minimal coupling is

to provide an effective magnetic moment for the neutrino
that depends on its mass and on the parameter β, that
is

µQ =
mν c

2

β
. (9)

Let us point out that the hypothesis of universality
of the q̂µν revealed the existence of an extra source for
the origin of the magnetic moment of all - charged or
not - particles. The compatibility of this with Maxwell-
Minkowski representation implies that the Lagrangian
describing the interaction of the neutrino with the elec-
tromagnetic field contains an extra term that in this MM-
representation should be put by hand. In other words the

Dirac matrices γµ and the electromagnetic field Fµν is

γ̂µ = γµ + [p
√

ǫFµ
α + qǫφµ

α]γ
α,

where p and q are constants satisfying 2q = p2 + 1 and ǫ =
−1/2β2. To simplify our exposition here we set p = 0.

presence of a magnetic moment for the neutrino in the
standard MM-representation should not be viewed as an
exotic surprise but instead should be understood - on the
light of the Dynamical Bridge - as a consequence of the
universality of the q̂ geometry in the Q̂−representation.

VI. COUPLING THE ELECTRON TO THE

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

It is important to point out here that the value of the
magnetic moment obtained in the previous section con-
tains only the general contribution for any particle, be it
charged or not. Charged particles have an extra source
for µ that is related to their charge. The electron stan-
dard magnetic moment, for instance, is the Bohr magne-
ton µB = e ~/2me. Thus the total value of the electron
magnetic moment should read

µe = µB +
me c

2

β
.

The first part is the standard term and the second cor-
responds to the geometrical part. Quantum corrections
could be added to this formula.

VII. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

In this section we compare the above proposal of the
contribution of the electromagnetic metric to the mag-
netic moment of charged and non-charged particles with
observational results. We note that there are just two
precise measurements for the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment. The first one is the case of the electron (the most
precise one) which allows tests of the QED, in particu-
lar the fine-structure constant α. The second one is the
muon magnetic moment which however is less precise but
can test the entire Standard Model [8]. Nowadays, the
anomalous magnetic moment of the τ is unobservable due
to its very short mean life. However, there is an estima-
tive of the anomaly that yields an upper limit of less than
13×10−3. We will not analyze here the case of composed
particles, like protons and neutrons, once physics of their
components is still under construction.
Currently, the discrepancy between the experimental

and theoretical values of the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment of the leptons is tiny3. The loop-quantum correc-
tions of the standard magnetic moment make this dis-
crepancy very small, hence restricting the possibility of
new physics. The anomalous value ai of the magnetic
moment µi of the particle i is defined by

3 All the values used here were taken from the Particle Data Group

[7]
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ai =
gi − 2

2
=

mi

me

µi

µB

− 1, (10)

where µB = e ~/2me is the Bohr magneton, me is the
electron mass and gi and mi are respectively the Landé
factor and the mass of the particle in consideration. For
the case of the muon [9], the difference d between the ex-
perimental E and the theoretical T values of the anomaly
is

adµ
.
= aEµ − aTµ = (1.90± 0.19)× 10−9. (11)

Therefore, this is the upper bound (up to now) in which
the geometrical magnetic moment µQ could contribute.
So, if one considers that effects due to the matter cou-
pling with q̂µν appear at this order of magnitude, one
gets

µ
(µ)
Q

.
= adµ

e~

2mµ

. (12)

On the other hand, our proposal of the geometrical
magnetic moment is given by

µ
(µ)
Q =

mµc
2

β
. (13)

If one assumes that the geometrical coupling realize all
the remaining terms for the muon anomaly, it is possible
to estimate from our formula (13) the critical electro-
magnetic field: β ≈ 2.0 × 1023T . Assuming that the
calibration given by the outcomes above is valid, the ge-
ometrical corrections in the case of the magnetic moment
of the electron is forecasted to be

aeQ = 4.44× 10−14. (14)

The standard experimental (E) and theoretical (T) dif-
ference in the case of the electron is about 600 times
smaller than the muon [10], that is

ade ≡ aEe − aTe = (3.13± 5.20)× 10−12. (15)

As we can see, the prevailing experimental errors
is compatible with Q̂ geometry effects in the electron
anomaly. Concerning the case of the τ anomaly it is
predicted to be less than 13× 10−3, which is compatible
with our predictions. Indeed, using our formula (9) we
have

aτQ = 1.08× 10−6. (16)

Let us now discuss the exceptional case of the neu-
trino. As an uncharged elementary particle, we could ex-
pect that neutrino does not have any magnetic moment.
Notwithstanding, the standard model predicts a nonzero

magnetic moment, which depends linearly on the mass.
From our above discussion it seems natural to propose
that the existence of the neutrino magnetic moment has
only a geometrical origin. Then, we can estimate the
value for the neutrino magnetic moment as being given
by

µν =
mνc

2

β
= 8.70× 10−20µB. (17)

This value is compatible with the range of the values ob-
tained from distinct areas of physics 4×10−20µB < µν <
9 × 10−9µB [11], [12] and [13]. Finally we remark that
our prediction is close to the established by the Standard
Model (≈ 3.2× 10−19µB).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The possibility of describing the dynamics of linear
Maxwell theory in terms of the non-linear Born-Infeld
theory is certainly an unexpected result. As it was proved
in [5], the price to pay is to introduce a curved geometry
which has only electromagnetic character. In the present
work we try to go one step ahead by generalizing this
equivalence in the presence of matter. The geometry in
the Q̂ representation is associated to all bodies, charged
or not. This implies several conditions that we explore
here only in the case in which the field is very far from
its maximum β. The most unexpected result is the ap-
pearance of a magnetic moment for the neutrino. The
comparison of our approach to the observational results
indicates that our theory is not in contradiction with ob-
servation. This model should be further investigated and
the case of very high electromagnetic fields examined.
We will come back to this elsewhere.
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IX. APPENDIX A: SPINORIAL COVARIANT

DERIVATIVE

From the condition (7) it follows that the internal con-

nection Γ̂µ is provided by

Γ̂µ = Γ̂FI
µ + Vµ, (18)

where Vµ is an arbitrary vector satisfying the Clifford

algebra and Γ̂FI
µ is the Fock-Ivanenko connection defined

in terms of the γ̂µ’s as follows
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Γ̂FI
µ =

1

8

[

γ̂λγ̂λ,µ − γ̂λ,µγ̂
λ + Γ̂ǫ

λµ(γ̂ǫγ̂
λ − γ̂λγ̂ǫ)

]

, (19)

where Γ̂ǫ
λµ is the Christoffel symbol constructed with the

q̂µν metric. Thus, the covariant derivative of Ψ is given
by

∇̂µΨ = ∂µΨ + Γ̂µΨ

= ∂µΨ + Γ̂FI
µ Ψ+ VµΨ.

(20)

X. APPENDIX B

The two scalar invariants of the electromagnetic theory
are defined as

F ≡ FµνFµν = 2
(

| ~B|2 − | ~E|2
)

,

G ≡
∗

Fµν Fµν = −4 ~E. ~B.

Using these definitions, a direct calculation shows the
following algebraic relations

∗

Fµα
∗

Fαν −FµαFαν =
F

2
δµν , (21)

∗

Fµα Fαν = −G

4
δµν , (22)

Fµ
αF

α
βF

β
ν = −G

4

∗

Fµ
ν − F

2
Fµ

ν , (23)

Fµ
αF

α
βF

β
λF

λ
ν =

G2

16
δµν −

F

2
Fµ

αF
α
ν . (24)

In Maxwell’s theory, every tensor is raised and lowered
by the Minkowski metric ηµν while in the curved space-
time where we defined the Born-Infeld theory must be
raised and lowered using q̂µν .

Maxwell Theory: it is given by the ηµν -metric and
the Lagrangian L = − 1

4F .

Then,

Fµν = Fαβη
µαηνβ ,

F = FµνFαβη
µαηνβ .

Born-Infeld Theory: it corresponds to the q̂µν-

metric and the nonlinear Lagrangian L̂ = β2
(

1−
√

Û
)

.

Then,

Û = 1 +
F̂

2β2
− Ĝ

16β4
,

F̂µν = Fαβ q̂
µαq̂νβ ,

F̂ = FµνFαβ q̂
µαq̂νβ ,

Ĝ =
1√
−q̂

ηµναβFµνFαβ = F̂
∗

µνFµν .

The q̂µν metric depends on the electromagnetic field.
Due to the algebraic relations (21)-(24), there is a unique
way to introduce the electromagnetic metric (EM met-
ric), namely,

q̂µν = a ηµν + b φµν , (25)

where a and b are two arbitrary functions of the two
Lorentz invariants F and G and again φµν ≡ FµαFα

ν .
The term electromagnetic metric is justified by the fact
that q̂µν is uniquely defined in terms of the electromag-
netic fields.
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We show that Maxwell’s electromagnetism can be mapped into the Born-Infeld theory in a curved
space-time, which depends only on the electromagnetic field in a specific way. This map is valid
for any value of the two lorentz invariants F and G confirming that we have included all possible
solutions of Maxwell’s equations. Our result seems to show that specifying the dynamics and the
space-time structure of a given theory can be viewed merely as a choice of representation to describe
the physical system.

PACS numbers: 02.40.Ky, 03.50.De, 03.50.Kk, 04.20.Cv

I. INTRODUCTION

The mathematical description of relativistic fields is
grounded on two fundamental cornerstones: i) first, in
the space-time metrical structure, which should come
from Einstein’s equations. and ii) in the specific field’s
lagrangian, which uniquely characterizes the field’s evo-
lution in the above-mentioned geometry. If gravity is
negligible, general relativity predicts that the field prop-
agates in a Minkowskian background with metric given
by ηµν , which yields a simplified scenario from a compu-
tational point of view. Indeed, the behavior of fields in
this simple flat spacetime has been the starting point of
any field theoretical construction since the early days of
relativity.

In this paper we discuss some arbitrariness concern-
ing the combined notions of field dynamics and metri-
cal structure. Typically, the equation of motion of any
field (say, the electromagnetic field) is an intricate amal-
gam between the underlying metric structure and field
derivatives. Specifying the metric tensor guarantees a
well defined dynamics if the action functional is given.
Nevertheless, it seems that there exist yet some degree
of ambiguity in the characterization of the underlying
background geometry. The reason is the following: given
a background and an equation of motion, it is possible
to simultaneously deform both (typically in a nonlinear
fashion) in order to preserve the solutions of the former
intact. In other words, specifying the dynamics and the
space-time structure of a given theory may be viewed al-
ternatively as a choice of representation (see [1] and [2]
for a complementary discussion). We are going to explore
such different representations in the context of electrody-
namics.

Indeed, we will show that Maxwell’s linear electrody-
namics in flat spacetime may be deformed into a Born-
Infeld theory in a curved spacetime in terms of a pre-

∗M. Novello is Cesare Lattes ICRANet Professor: novello@cbpf.br
†ftovar@cbpf.br
‡egoulart@cbpf.br

scribed map. This means that any solution of the former
will also be a solution of the latter. This highly nontriv-
ial task becomes possible only if the curved spacetime
depends explicitly on the electromagnetic field. Due to
the algebraic structure of the electromagnetic two-form
Fµν and its dual, there exist a kind of closure relation
that allows the existence of this map, hence, generating
a “dynamical bridge” between these two paradigmatic
theories. We furnish the complete recipe of such map
and discuss some of its fundamental properties.

At first, it may seems implausible that one could repre-
sent the simple linear Maxwell electrodynamics in terms
of a much more involved non-linear Born-Infeld theory by
using a modification of the metric structure. Neverthe-
less, we shall prove here that this equivalence is thorough
and it is nothing but a matter of representation.

II. MATHEMATICAL SETUP

We shall consider the source-free Maxwell’s equations
that can be written in its covariant form as

Fµν;ν = 0
∗

Fµν ;ν= 0, (1)

where the dual is given by
∗

Fµν= 1
2η
µν
αβF

αβ . With re-
spect to a normalized congruence of observers vµ we have

Fµν ≡ E[µ v ν] − ηµναβH
αvβ (2)

where the electric and magnetic fields are given by the

projections Eµ ≡ Fµνv
ν and Hµ ≡

∗
Fµβ vβ . There are

only two lorentz invariant quantities that can be con-
structed with the electromagnetic two-form, namely,

F ≡ FµνFµν = 2
(
H2 − E2

)
G ≡

∗
Fµν Fµν = −4 ~E. ~H
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Using the above definitions, a direct calculation shows
the following algebraic relations

∗
Fµα

∗
Fαν −FµαFαν =

F

2
δµν (3)

∗
Fµα Fαν = −G

4
δµν (4)

FµαF
α
βF

β
ν = −G

4

∗
Fµ ν −

F

2
Fµν (5)

FµαF
α
βF

β
λF

λ
ν =

G2

16
δµν −

F

2
FµαF

α
ν (6)

Note that, due to these identities, one can construct rank-
2 objects only up to second power of Fµν , i.e. any power
of the electromagnetic tensor and its dual is a combina-

tion of the identity δµν , F
µ
ν ,
∗
Fµ ν and φµν ≡ FµαFαν .

A. Born-Infeld theory

Originally, the Born-Infeld (BI) theory was an at-
tempt to modify Maxwell’s electromagnetism that could
circumvent the self-energy divergence of the classical
charged point-like particle [3]-[7]. Hence, one of its main
motivations was to establish a consistent classical the-
ory for the electron. Notwithstanding, the Born-Infeld
theory has other interesting features that make it a dis-
tinguished theory among non-linear electromagnetic the-
ories [8]-[9]. In the BI theory 1) excitations propagate
without forming shocks that are common to generic non-
linear models; 2) there is a single characteristic surface
equation, i.e. the birefringence phenomenon is absent;
3) it fulfills the positive energy density condition and 4)
it also satisfies the duality invariance. Nowadays, there
has been a renewed interest in BI theories and its non-
abelian generalizations in connection with string theory
or gauge fields on D-branes[15]-[20], K-essence-like mod-
els in cosmology [22]-[25] and others. Thus, the BI is a
good prototype of a nonlinear theory in the sense that it
has general desirable properties from a physical point of
view.

The BI lagrangian is defined1 as

L = β2
(

1−
√
U
)

with β = Const

U ≡ 1 +
F

2β2
− G2

16β4

Variation with respect to the electromagnetic potential
yields the following equation of motion[√

−γ
(
LFF

µν + LG
∗

Fµν
)]

,ν

= 0 (7)

1 The constant term in the lagrangian has the purpose to make
the energy-momentum tensor of the point-charge field goes to
zero in the spatial infinity. In a cosmological scenario it can be
interpreted as a kind of cosmological constant. However, here it
plays no role whatsoever and can be omitted at will.

where γµν is the Minkowski flat metric but in arbitrary
coordinate system and LX is defined as the derivative of
the lagrangian with respect to X. Note that in the limit
β →∞ Maxwell’s linear theory is recovered.

III. DYNAMICAL BRIDGE: MAXWELL INTO
BORN-INFELD

Maxwell’s electromagnetism in a flat Minkowski space-
time is linear and hence, possibly the simplest classical
field theory one can envisage. Notwithstanding, we will
show that one can map this linear dynamics into a non-
linear structure defined by the Born-Infeld theory. The
price to pay is to leave the Minkowski background γµν
and go to a specific curved space-time q̂µν that is con-
structed solely in terms of the background metric and
the electromagnetic field. We call the map that imple-
ments such a modification of representation a “dynamical
bridge”.

To describe a physical theory one has to specify
not only the lagrangian that contains the dynamics of
the fields but also the space-time structure where the
theory is defined. To avoid notational cumbersomeness,
we shall define every object in the curved space-time
defined by the metric q̂µν with an upper hat. Thus, in
Maxwell’s theory, every tensor is raised and lowered by
the Minkowski metric γµν while in the curved space-time
representation, where we will define the Born-Infeld
theory, tensors shall be raised and lowered using the q̂µν
metric. We have the following definitions

Maxwell Theory:
{
γµν , L = − 1

4F
}

Fµν = Fαβγ
µαγνβ

F = FµνFαβγ
µαγνβ

Born-Infeld Theory:
{
q̂µν , L̂ = β2

(
1−

√
Û
)}

Û = 1 +
F̂

2β2
− Ĝ

16β4

F̂µν = Fαβ q̂
µαq̂νβ

F̂ = FµνFαβ q̂
µαq̂νβ

Ĝ =

√
−γ√
−q̂

ηµναβFµνFαβ = F̂
∗
µνFµν

Let us define the metric q̂µν that depends on the elec-
tromagnetic field. Due to the algebraic relations (3)-(6),
there is a unique way to introduce what we call the elec-
tromagnetic metric (EM metric), namely,

q̂µν = aγµν + bφµν (8)
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where a and b are two arbitrary real functions of the two
lorentz invariants F and G and again φµν ≡ FµαFα

ν .
The term electromagnetic metric is justified by the fact
that q̂µν depends only on the electromagnetic field.

Note the very convenient property that the inverse of
the above structure, which in general is given by an infi-
nite series2, has only two terms. This is a consequence of
the algebraic properties (3)-(6). Indeed, given that the
inverse satisfies q̂µαq̂αν = δµν , we have

q̂µν = Aγµν +Bφµν (9)

with

A =
2− εF

2aQ
, B = − ε

aQ
,

and the following definitions

ε ≡ b

a
, Q ≡ 1− εF

2
− ε2G2

16
.

Through their definitions, one can relate the Born-
Infeld fields in terms of the Maxwell’s ones. For instance,
the new invariants read

F̂ = a2
[
F − ε

(
F 2 +

G2

2

)
+
ε2F

4

(
F 2 +

3

4
G2

)]
,

Ĝ = a2
(

1− εF

2
− ε2G2

16

)
G .

At this stage, the mapping of the two dynamical sys-
tems sum up to make the identification term by term in
both equations. In other words, choosing appropriately
the unknown functions of the EM metric (8) Maxwell’s
equation and Born-Infeld in this curved space-time will
reproduce the same dynamics. We start our task by com-
paring the first equation of (1) in the background γµν
with (7) in the background q̂µν .

Equating terms proportional to Fµν and to
∗
F µν we

find the following conditions to be fulfilled in order to
obtain the equality of the dynamics

a2Q2

2β2
= −ε+

ε2F

4
(10)

1− εF +
ε2F 2

4
+
ε2G2

16
= Q

√
Û (11)

In the above equations we are considering a and ε as
the unknown functions and Q and Û as functions of the
formers. Having two equations and two unknown, one

2 Any metric gµν can be decomposed as gµν = ηµν + hµν with
ηµν the Minkowski metric and hµν a non-negligible terms. By
the definition of the inverse, i.e. gµαgαν = δµν , one can show
that the inverse gµν is given as an infinite series as gµν = ηµν −
hµν + hµαhαν + . . ..

can solve the system to find the two functions, hence,
the metric (8). However, using equation (10), it follows
immediately that equation (11) trivialize to 1 = 1, i.e.
if (10) is satisfied then (11) is also immediately satis-
fied. Consequently, if a and ε satisfy the constraint (10),
Maxwell’s electromagnetism in Minkowski spacetime and
Born-Infeld in the q̂µν spacetime are completely equiva-
lent. Note that the Bianchi identity in the electromag-
netic metric q̂µν

(
√
−q̂F̂

∗
µν),ν = 0 (12)

is identically satisfied. We would like to emphasize that
although the two metrical structures are different, we are
dealing with two representations of the same and unique
dynamical process.

Beside the freedom in one of the functions that de-
fine the metric q̂µν , which seems to be related to the
conformal invariance of Maxwell’s equations, there are
still some conditions that constrict these functions. A
straightforward calculation using the Cayley Hamilton
theorem shows that the determinant of the metric (9)
gives √

−q̂ = a−2Q−1
√
−γ .

Therefore, Q that is a function of ε has to be positive
definite, i.e. Q > 0. In addition, we want the map to
be for any solution of Maxwell’s equations, hence for any
value of the two invariants F and G. Let us investigate
some particular regimes.

i) case F = 0

In this case, equation (10) demands that
ε < 0. Furthermore, by its own definition
ε = − 4

|G|
√

1−Q, which restrict Q to the domain

0 < Q ≤ 1.

ii) case G = 0

The relation between ε and Q now gives ε =
2
F (1−Q). In addition, from eq.(10) we can solve
for the function a as

a =
β

Q

√
2

F
(Q2 − 1) .

Since a has to be a real function, we have

G = 0→
{
F > 0 → Q > 1
F < 0 → 0 < Q < 1

iii) case F = G = 0

The vanishing of both invariants simultaneously,
which is the case for plane waves, trivialize all
conditions. In fact, we simply have Q = 1 and
a2 = −2β2ε. Thus, it suffice to have ε < 0.
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Q

FIG. 1: Range of dependence of the function Q with respect
to the two electromagnetic invariants F and G.

The above conditions can be visually summarized in
figure 1. The behavior of Q going from less than 1 to
bigger than 1 as F changes sign is a typical behavior of
exponential functions. The dependence in G has broader
options but being positive definite and always less than
1 again is typical of a hyperbolic secant or a function like(
1 +G2

)−1
. For G 6= 0 we can solve for ε and find

ε = − 4

G2

{
1 +
√

∆
}

with ∆ ≡ F 2 +G2(1−Q) .

A reasonable functional dependence for Q that satisfies
all the above conditions is

Q =
eF/4β

2

1 +G2. eF/4β2 (13)

We need to include the β2 in the argument of the expo-
nential to cancel the dimensionality of F . The denomina-
tor of the above expression was defined so that if G = 0
it goes to a pure exponential while if G 6= 0 then we are
always in the range ∆ ≥ 0. With ansatz (13) we guar-
antee that ε and a are always well defined for any value
of the two invariants F and G. As a result, we have
shown that there exist a complete equivalence between
the two representations, i.e. the Born-Infeld theory rep-
resented in the spacetime with the electromagnetic met-
ric q̂µν has the same physical content as Maxwell’s theory
in a Minkowski background.

A. Electromagnetic metrics

Having established the connection between Maxwell’s
electromagnetism and Born-Infeld theory, we can now an-
alyze some examples of metrics generated by this map.
Maybe the most interesting class of examples are the
G = 0, which includes the case of pure electrostatic or
magnetostatic fields. Let us consider G = 0, i.e.

Q = eF/4β
2

and a =
β

Q

√
2

F
(Q2 − 1) .

There are three limiting cases: weak fields |F | � 1,
strong electric field F � −1 and strong magnetic field
F � 1.

I) |F | � 1
For weak fields, expanding in powers of F we find

Q ≈ 1 +
F

4β2
+

F 2

32β4
+O

(
F 3

β6

)
,

a ≈ 1− F

8β2
+

5F 2

384β4
+O

(
F 3

β6

)
,

hence, we have in first order the metric

q̂µν = γµν +
1

2β2
Fµ

αFαν (14)

II) F � −1
Considering |F | � 1 and F < 0, we have

Q = eF/4β
2

and a ≈ β

√
2

|F |
e−F/4β

2

,

hence, the metric assumes the form

q̂µν =

√
|F |
2β2

eF/4β
2

γµν +
1

β

√
2

|F |
Fµ

αFαν

≈ 1

β

√
2

|F |
Fµ

αFαν (15)

III) F � 1
The case with F � 1 give us

Q = eF/4β
2

and a ≈ β
√

2

F
,

which yields a metric of the form

q̂µν =

√
F

2β2
γµν +

1

β

√
2

F
Fµ

αFαν (16)

These are only simple illustrative examples. But it
is worth noting that metric (14) for weak fields (|F | �
1) has the same form as the newtonian limit in general
relativity. We shall analyze each one of these examples
in more detail and consider some possible applications in
future works.

IV. CONCLUSION

Let us stress that a given theory is only properly de-
fined when one specifies together with the dynamical
fields and their lagrangian the background environment,
i.e. the space-time structure where the theory is defined.
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In the present work, we have shown that Maxwell’s
electromagnetism can be mapped into a Born-Infeld the-
ory in curved space-time. The electromagnetic metric of
the Born-Infeld theory, namely eq.(8), is unique in form
and depends only on the electromagnetic field. We have
proved the equivalence between these two theories for a
source-free system. Next, we shall generalize our result to
include a source term. Note that this is a non-trivial step
inasmuch, in this case, the map should also consider the
coupling between matter and the electromagnetic field.

It is remarkable that a linear theory as simple as
Maxwell’s electromagnetism can be recast in a non-linear
theory in curved space-time. One could argue that being
these two theories equivalent, we should keep the sim-
plest and don’t even bother with this correspondence.
However, it must be noted that once established their
equivalence, one could use this result in the inverse sense,
i.e. to go from a non-linear to a linear dynamics.

Furthermore, the manifest dependence of the dynamics
of a given theory on the space-time structure acquires a
different meaning with our result. Not only the quest for
the real nature of the space-time becomes ambiguous but
it also defies the very definition of the correct dynamics
that describes the physical phenomena. It seems that
only a combination of the dynamics together with the
spacetime structure shows to have physical meaning. We
shall come to these matters in the near future.
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